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W HAT DO YOU DO?

M A R Y  E. STEBBIN S

University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri .

The clouds have opened, the torrents have descended, the world 
at large is pretty thoroughly and completely flooded; railroad tracks 
and bridges are washed away, highways under six, eight or more feet 
of water. The Extension Specialist sits marooned in a small town—  
oh, yes! a very small town where she is not able to telephone to the 
splendid women who await her “ across the creek” which has over
flowed “ Barn Holler” (spelled Barren H ollow ), and who have been 
expecting her for a whole month. A  philosophical attitude toward 
weather hindrances and limitations is basic in a rural psychology. 
Unless the specialist has it she had better develop i t ; it will help her 
over many an enforced interruption in an already overcrowded 
schedule, an interruption that involves a return trip.

What is an Extension Specialist, anyway? Where does she come 
from and what does she do? For some reason it is all vague and 
uncertain in many minds. A  quite common occurrence is for some 
one to say, “ You know, I never did quite understand what you do. 
What is it that you do?” The specialist then elaborates, in detail, 
for, say half an hour, when the seeker-for-knowledge with a puzzled 
look will remark, drawlingly, “ In-trest-ing, isn’t it?” Then brighten
ing up, “ But what I meant was, just what is it that you do?”

Perhaps we had better begin at the beginning or somewhere near 
it. It is quite a long story of how, some years ago, some thinking 
people interested in the prosperity of America and realizing that a 
country is, in the final analysis, dependent upon its agriculture, the 
condition of those who live on the land, what they do and how they 
think, were gropingly conscious that something was not as it should 
be and decided to look the situation over. This incomplete survey 
was such a startling eye-opener that it led to definite action.

Some years before, the government had allotted tracts of public 
land to colleges which were teaching agriculture. That land was to
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280 What Do You Do?
be used for teaching purposes and the colleges became known as Land 
Grant Colleges. Subsequent laws provided them with some funds 
to be used for experimentation purposes. Later it became evident 
that such knowledge as was gained from the teaching and experi
mental plots was not of its greatest practical value unless it reached 
the man on the farm, who came to the college seldom or never and 
was not much of a reader. A  limited amount of work was done by a 
few colleges, sending out a man occasionally in an effort to spread the 
good news of such improved results as certain practices had produced. 
It was obvious comparatively soon that these well-meant efforts 
pointed the way but were entirely inadequate.

In 1914 the Smith-Lever Act was passed by the Federal Congress 
authorizing the appropriation of funds, which might be matched by 
the States and which were to be used by the Land Grant Colleges for 
the specific purpose of establishing Extension Departments or 
Services; the Extension Services to employ qualified persons who 
would give their entire time to relaying to the farmers such informa
tion as the research and experimental departments were able to 
furnish. Some of these persons, appointed by the College, are per
manently located in a defined area as county or district agricultural 
agents to carry on a continuous program adapted to such sections; 
others, especially fitted for particular pieces of work, go out from 
and return to the College, and devote their entire time to their special 
work, as poultry, soils, crops or animal husbandry, and are known as 
specialists.

In the beginning most of the emphasis was placed on the farmer, 
his land and agriculture and intimately associated subjects and some 
little on the home. It became apparent, however, that there could 
never be a successful agriculture unless the farmer himself, as a man, 
had a satisfying life from the standpoint o f his home and associates, 
of sanitation, foods, spiritual and intellectual opportunities; in short, 
health, comfort and social contacts. That began to involve more than 
land and animals and pointed to homemaking; to mother and the 
children as distinct from joint operators of the farm and field, and 
suggested that the functions of Home Economics Departments could 
advantageously be enlarged, more Home Economics Specialists to 
go out from and return to the College, with Home Economics Agents 
permanently located in counties or districts.

Home Economics efforts were largely confined to cooking and 
sewing for a time, but it wasn’t so long until it was sensed that foods
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and body covering were not enough to make a satisfying life on a farm 
any more than they have anywhere else in the world. Housing must 
be considered, home opportunities for privacy and sociability; beauty, 
leisure,— true leisure, not just more time to do more work,— some
thing worth while to do in leisure time; community organizations to 
lead in constructive thinking and doing; vistas opened up that were 
full o f hope for the most fundamental group of our population, the 
agriculturists. The Extension Services have “ followed the gleam,” 
have gradually met these increasing opportunities until they are like 
glowing hearts of helpful purpose here and there in the many States 
of our great Union.

With expanding consciousness of needs for a full and satisfying 
life came the realization that all efforts were useless unless the people 
themselves were able to profit by them, the measure of potential profit 
being the capacity to utilize to advantage the improved plant, the 
improved house, the better acres, better stock, better communities. 
In other words such physical, mental and spiritual development as 
would permit an every-day-in-the-year participation in industry, in 
home and community affairs, in living the “ full life.”  The health of 
the farmer and his family, therefore, became of importance; health 
that means more than mere absence of disease, more than merely 
corrected defects, more than just physical perfection; that means a 
“ mind, body and soul safe and sound;”  a virile mentality supported 
by a strong physique, the whole shining with the true light of an inner 
spirituality.

The Extension Health Specialist in this State has as her territory 
its one hundred and fourteen counties with a rural population of 
3,404,055, over 53 per cent, o f the entire population o f the State. It 
is patently impossible for each county to be touched by her even ever 
so lightly in less than a series of years. Counties that have any kind 
of health service, either a full time Health Unit or a full time County 
Nurse, are therefore eliminated from her plans and all time given to 
counties without any such service. This leaves 100 counties to be 
considered.

All work is planned on a project basis and utilizes leaders to help 
spread it locally. Please remember that it is the strictly rural people 
who are being considered, that the work is taken to them and that it 
must fit their ability and capacity to benefit by it.

The first health sub-project introduced into a new community is 
“ Health and Home Care of the Sick,”  with much emphasis on pre
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vention o f sickness and promotion o f health tied to the procedures for 
the care o f the sick in their homes. The specialist goes to the same 
group one day each month for five successive months. The first 
meeting is a mixed community meeting at which a general health talk 
is given, the project is explained and the local people select leaders 
who will take the training from the specialist (all extension work 
given to leaders is called “ tra in in g th a t term does not apply particu
larly to the health project). Each leader agrees to train a specified 
number of others. Leaders are selected from the school districts 
around an organized or logical community center. The next three 
meetings are all-day training meetings in some farm woman’s home 
where furnishings, equipment, etc., are such as are normally found 
in a typical home o f that section. Various topics are discussed, 
various methods are demonstrated. Printed circulars which have 
been prepared and which include each day’s work are given to the 
leaders at the close of the day on which that work has been discussed 
and demonstrated. A fter each meeting the leaders hold their training 
meetings before the specialist returns for her next training meeting. 
The fifth month the leaders and those trained by them hold an all-day 
health meeting as an achievement meeting. The leaders plan the pro
gram, which usually includes health songs, plays, recitations, often 
films or slides and practically always, talks and addresses on health 
subjects. Demonstrations of care of the sick are given by the leaders 
and their trained groups.

This plan provides a background of health thinking as laid down 
at the preliminary community meeting, three training meetings, each 
offering the opportunity for follow-up on the previous meeting, and 
a final summing-up. The use of local, lay leaders means that all work 
must be extremely simple and clear, but it develops individual initia
tive and self-reliance; it brings out the true leadership qualities so 
often latent and undiscovered; it furnishes a slight insight into the 
advantages of group action unglimpsed before, and it permits many 
more to receive the benefits than otherwise could. In one county 
twelve women trained two hundred and fifteen (215) others in five 
months, a total o f two hundred and twenty-seven (227) instead of 
the twelve trained by the specialist.

The leaders submit a report at each meeting showing just what 
has been accomplished since the last visit of the specialist. They also 
keep a roll o f those taking the training and they make a complete rec
ord o f all families in their own districts or neighborhoods, which when
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compiled furnishes a community record which is retained by the secre
tary o f the community association. A  check of the roll against the 
community record shows the percentage trained, whether or not the 
year’s goal has been reached, how far the community has yet to go to 
reach the 80 per cent, which is considered a general home economics 
goa l; and the community is able to experience that most desirable 
“ sense of satisfaction” which comes from being able to show that 
they are going somewhere, that they know where, and how far they 
are on the way.

Leaders come to meetings in the face of all kinds o f difficulties; 
some have telephones and autos and some have none; many come 
horseback or muleback, or in lumber wagons seatless and springless, 
standing up or sitting on the bottom of the wagon; some walk, four, 
five or more miles, double that by the time they reach their homes 
again; in the cold, in the heat, over the rocky hills or barefoot through 
the dust carrying their shoes on their arms to be put on later; 
through mud, wading unbridged creeks, climbing fences; across the 
fields because “ the snow was so deep you couldn’t tell the roads from 
the fields and slipped back two steps to one forward in either case. 
Anyway it was only four and a half miles ‘cross-lots’ and six and a 
half by the road.”  Some are well educated, some can just read and 
write, some can’t at all. Please be reminded of the vast difference 
between ignorance and illiteracy.

The Shining-Eyed-One came, more radiant than usual; full o f 
gratitude to “ her man” for “ letting her come.” Creek farms had 
lost their fences in the floods and she was “ stretchin’ wire”  with no 
hope in her heart. More, he brought her. He “  ’lowed” she and the 
little girl twins would have to walk the five miles home because he 
would be late “  ’count of leavin’ .”  A  singing soul was with us for 
a day; inspiration for many days.

Leaders truly, “ those who have the courage to step up on a higher 
plane,”  interested, eager, many for the very first time doing some
thing with others as a group instead of an isolated individual; many 
getting their first glimpse of a bigger life by the way of the whole, 
feeling for the first time the satisfaction that comes from being a 
recognized part of that whole; seeing for the first time, perhaps, 
their little communities as their own, something to be proud of, to 
work for, to love; something worthy o f loyalty, a “ place in the sun.”

It is considered important that certain “ by-products” result, such 
as systematic habits, o f accuracy, of punctuality, of the keeping of
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simple records, of carrying a thing through to a finish, o f a final 
summing-up; most or all quite new to the majority in such groups.

It is considered a triumph when the inarticulate are able to voice 
their thoughts, even to stand on a platform before their friends and 
neighbors and speak aloud; the first appearance in a lifetime in any
thing approximating the limelight, and thereafter to joyously find 
themselves an integral part of a community’s life.

It is considered a victory when certain community associations 
have been organized and successfully carried on following such an 
initial experience in group activity; organized according to standard 
plans worked out by the Community Association Specialist provided 
by the “ Fairy Godmother Department” known as the Extension 
Service.

One Health Sub-project has been described in order to make 
clear the general scheme of work. Other sub-projects deal with 
home hygiene and sanitation, water supply, disposal o f wastes, etc., 
leading into school and community sanitation. Health clubs for the 
4-H Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs have proven extremely popular and pro
ductive o f good results.

The Specialist? Oh, she just holds public meetings, holds train
ing meetings where actual methods are demonstrated and the leaders 
practice such methods in her presence and under her direction; 
prepares subject-matter material; outlines and prepares projects; 
broadcasts; answers myriads of letters that come in from this and 
other States on all manner o f health subjects; is a sort o f handy 
referee as to sources of material, circulars, books, songs, plays, films, 
agencies, anything, everything; helps plan programs o f work state, 
county, local; serves on committees. Travels? Most certainly 
travels, by night, by day, “ high days, holidays, Saturdays and Sun
days;” by train, parlor car or freight; by bus, by taxi, by truck; with 
the rural mail carriers (Jenny Wren had her home and babies in one 
box, but she didn’t mind a strange hand depositing letters: that’s 
faith in human nature) ; in the ever-ready “ Henry,” on horseback, on 
muleback, in wagons with or without seats, always “ without”  where 
springs are concerned; in row boats when the creeks are “ up”  over 
the roads; on her own feet, sometimes over swinging bridges that 
span rushing rivers or walking a fallen log inches deep in water, 
perhaps “ cornin’ thru the Rye”  on stepping stones. An ox  cart 
has not been recently encountered and airplanes are rare in the
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Ozarks so are omitted from the “ travelogue;” the specialist feels 
maybe she has been just a little bit cheated.

A  pause,— then hesitatingly, with a quizzical expression and a 
slightly wrinkled brow,— “ Yes,— I know,— but just what is it that 
you do?”



SOME RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SOCIAL 
WORKER IN VENEREAL DISEASE 

CONTROL*

W . P. SH E P A R D , M.D., M .A.
Assistant Secretary, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,

San Francisco, California

It is assumed that the venereal disease problem is familiar enough 
to all social workers not to require a complete summarization in my 
limited time. Briefly, it is estimated that between 10 per cent, and 
20 per cent, o f all persons examined in the army and navy, by insur
ance companies, by hospitals and private physicians, will show 
evidence o f venereal disease j1 10,788 men were incapacitated for duty 
each day of 1918 among all troops in the United States as a result of 
venereal disease. These afflictions caused 12 per cent, o f all lost time 
in the army among troops in the United States, and were second only 
to influenza, which caused 22 per cent, o f all lost time.2 3 O f 208,068 
cases of communicable disease reported in New York State in 1925, 
venereal diseases accounted for 19 per cent.4 In this connection, the 
unreliability of venereal disease reporting should be borne in mind. 
Churchman believes that 30 per cent, o f the general population has 
venereal disease.®

There is therefore presented to us a vast and serious social, 
economic and health problem. Its ramifications include: days of 
productivity lost due to illness, danger of spread, the injustice of 
congenital and marital infections, a high percentage of stillbirths, 
a definite relationship to juvenile delinquency, a heavy tax burden 
through support of public clinics, hospitals and asylums.

T he  A merican Plan

The American Plan for com bating venereal diseases was put 
into effect during the first year o f the war.6 This plan took a broader

*Read before the California Council of Social Workers, Oakland, Cali
fornia, May 4, 1927.
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view o f the problem of control than had hitherto been the case in the 
European programs. It comprised four divisions:

1. Law Enforcement. (This included instigation o f favorable 
legislation.) Under this heading steps were taken to eliminate com
mercial prostitution. Many hundreds of redlight districts in cities 
throughout the country were put out o f business by Federal and 
State agents during the years 1917 to 1919. Detention homes were 
established for delinquents where rehabilitation was attempted.

2. Medical Measures. This included chiefly the establishment 
of free clinics throughout the country, where known cases o f venereal 
disease might obtain the best of treatment. As a rule, in these clinics 
consultations and diagnoses were given regardless o f the applicant’s 
financial status, but treatment was limited to the indigent. Under 
this sub-division, also, came the consideration of the value of 
prophylaxis.

3. and 4. Recreation and Education. It was reasoned that in
formative education concerning the venereal diseases was urgently 
needed and that their prevention could best be accomplished by teach
ing sexual continence. Thus a great deal o f printed material was 
furnished schools, parents, settlement houses, and other educational 
institutions, and, simultaneously, an effort was made to provide play
grounds and organized recreation for the age groups in which the 
menace was greatest. -

The European methods concerned themselves largely with an 
attempt to license and segregate prostitution and to eliminate the 
infected prostitutes. In this country it was believed that responsibility 
for illicit sexual relations is just as great with the male as with the 
female; that continence must be taught to and practiced by both sexes; 
that the detection o f infection in the female is extremely difficult, 
and that between 90 per cent, and 100 per cent, of all commercial 
prostitutes are infected. These beliefs made European methods seem 
inadequate.

H as It W orked?

It is now nearly ten years since the American Plan was adopted. 
The effectiveness of the plan is not easily judged. Figures showing 
actual reduction of venereal diseases are very meager. Reporting o f 
cases by physicians is notably unreliable. Attendance at free clinics 
cannot be used as a measuring rod.

Since the W orld W ar two facts appear to have been demonstrated
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in venereal disease control. First, there was a marked reduction in 
the numbei of venereal cases occurring in the army during the 
World War. In fact, once in the army and subject to the concen
trated influence o f the American Plan, the soldiers proceeded to 
develop the lowest venereal disease rate ever recorded in the United 
States Army. Second, it was demonstrated beyond question that the 
elimination of recognized houses of prostitution in the neighborhood 
of army camps had a marked influence upon the reduction o f venereal 
disease rates.8 The first of these facts deserves some study.

It must be admitted that the items of law enforcement, recreation 
and education were probably effective. Snow and Sawyer3 showed a 
reduction in both venereal disease incidence and number of pro
phylactic treatments given after redlight districts had been closed. 
There are many who believe, however, that the compulsory venereal 
prophylaxis measure adopted in the army and navy was the most 
important feature of the program. Stations were established at con
venient points in all army cantonments, and in many cities, where 
prophylaxis could be obtained. These stations were marked at night 
by a green lantern and their location published to all troops. An 
order was issued making it mandatory upon each man to report to one 
of the stations as soon as possible after exposure, and to submit to 
medical treatment at the hands of a trained attendant. If a soldier 
developed a venereal disease and was unable to show that he had 
complied with this order he was tried by summary court and confined 
to a prison hospital.

The literature is filled with endless arguments for and against 
this method of procedure. Admittedly, it has disadvantages in that it 
tends to remove fear of infection which might otherwise be an 
obstacle to sexual indulgence. On the other hand, in the interests of 
national defense it was essential that every man be preserved in a 
condition fit for duty at almost any cost. It has been argued that 
unless a youth has acquired sufficient decency to keep him from 
wrong-doing, fear alone will not strengthen him against temptation. 
In other words, the army’s attitude was this: “ You must avoid 
venereal diseases. The only safe thing, and certainly the most decent 
thing, is absolute continence. This is necessary for your own good, 
and because o f your responsibility to your family and to posterity. 
I f you are so foolish, however, as to disregard the best advice, 
you must then obey these orders and be prepared to take the con
sequences.”
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Regardless of the relative importance of the four divisions, I 

think it can be said that the American plan worked in the army. 
There is little question about the efficacy of eliminating commercial 
prostitution. There is a divided opinion concerning the value of 
teaching prophylaxis. The difficulties of making prophylaxis effec
tive in a civil population are numerous but not insurmountable if 
opinion should become united on its advisability.

As to accomplishments in these ten years among the civil popula
tion, an examination of the United States Census Bureau mortality 
statistics9 shows a slight reduction in combined deaths from syphilis, 
locomotor ataxia and general paresis of the insane. Taking the 
average combined death rate for each four year period from 1912 to 
1923, we find a reduction from 17.3 deaths per 100,000 population to 
16.4, or 5.2 per cent. Upon further analysis, however, we find that 
this reduction is largely accounted for by the lower rates of death from 
locomotor ataxia. In all likelihood, then, this is an indication that 
the reduction is due to improved methods of treatment which would 
tend to prevent development of the late manifestations of neuro
syphilis rather than a reduction in the incidence of the disease.

In 1923 it was the opinion of about 200 leading dermatologists 
and urologists that there had been a possible decrease in cases of 
acute syphilis during that year, but no such decrease in the number of 
chronic venereal infections. Educational publicity and the gradual 
diffusion of prophylactic knowledge were believed effective by these 
men.7

In a study of death rates from syphilis, locomotor ataxia and 
general paresis of the insane among the 17,000,000 Industrial policy
holders of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Dublin10 11 
shows a slightly greater reduction from the years 1912 to 1922. Aver
aging death rates among this group for each of the five year periods, 
there is a reduction from 29.38 to 27.08, or 8 per cent.

W e must, therefore, admit that from a statistical standpoint it is 
difficult at present to show any such marked reduction in the occur
rence of venereal diseases as can be shown, for instance, in tuber
culosis, diphtheria and infant mortality. Despite this fact, Snow12 
points out that progress has been made along the following lines:

1. A  demand for education.
2. A  reduction of the harmful “ hush attitude” concerning ven

ereal diseases.
3. A  reduction in commercialized prostitution.
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4. An improvement in legal measures and law enforcement.
5. Recognition of the fact that the ordinary principles o f epi

demic control are applicable to venereal disease control, namely, early 
detection and isolation of the case, observation of the contact, detec
tion and isolation of the carrier.

6. Removal of venereal disease control to a certain extent from 
the field of morality to the field of public health.

That these are genuine accomplishments cannot be denied. For 
the time being we must satisfy ourselves with these definite items of 
progress.

T h e  S ocial W orker ’s P art

The relation of the social worker to this situation is now fairly 
obvious. First of all she has a responsibility to the public. Reduc
tion of dependence through the relief and prevention of illness is a 
recognized sociological principle. Likewise, the reduction of delin
quency due to mental abnormality, which often has a sex basis, is a 
problem for the social worker. The protection of the healthy from 
the diseased is a responsibility shared between the social worker and 
the official health agencies. The necessity of education concerning 
venereal diseases is evident. It cannot be denied that the social 
worker is a powerful factor in our health education program. It 
should be borne in mind that sex education is not by any means con
fined to information concerning venereal diseases. In fact the latter 
should be quite incidental to the broader teaching of biology, physi
ology of reproduction and the enhanced value of the sexual desire 
when considered as a natural manifestation of true love.

R esponsibility  to t h e  Fa m il y

Next, the social worker has a definite responsibility to the family. 
Venereal diseases are especially contagious to members of the family 
at certain stages. Their late complications and sequellse are serious 
and are prevented by early and adequate treatment. They are trans
mitted to new born infants; they cause blindness, deafness, feeble 
mindedness, heart disease and other serious conditions in children; 
they cause sterility, and acute and chronic inflammations in the wife. 
Therefore the family must be protected by examination, early treat
ment and isolation of the well from the sick.

But what a delicate matter this i s ! It is a situation fraught with 
domestic disaster. Here, more than in any other place, the worker is
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called upon for the greatest o f tact, sympathy, and fixity o f purpose. 
Often a domestic tragedy may be precipitated or averted by the 
social worker. No rule o f procedure will apply to all cases, but I 
have the temerity to propose two guiding principles:

1. Protect the family at all costs.
2. Keep the costs down.

The ideal is, of course, to have husband and wife work out their 
problem together. When this is impossible and the social worker 
must take a hand, useful attitudes are frankness, tolerance, matter- 
of-factness, reassurance, establishing confidence, avoidance of the 
moral question at least temporarily, and handling the case primarily as 
a health problem. Dangerous attitudes are, over-sympathy, a shocked 
air, lack of self-confidence, lack of knowledge of the disease and 
mode of treatment, failure to get the other’s viewpoint.

In considering the family budget it must be borne in mind that 
syphilis is a chronic disease requiring treatment for at least two 
years. In this respect it resembles tuberculosis, for which more 
liberal family budgets are recommended.13

To t h e  I ndividual

To the infected individual the social worker’s responsibility is 
perhaps greatest. He has much to learn concerning his affliction, the 
meaning of and reasons for the physician’s instructions, the necessity 
for prolonged and regular treatment, the hopeful outlook when 
instructions are followed, the necessity of protecting others from 
infection, the danger of quacks, the underlying cause of his illness, 
and in the case of youthful delinquents a complete rehabilitation 
program. This is much more adequately dealt with than time or 
ability permit me in Chapter V III of the U. S. P. H. S. Venereal 
Disease Manual, V. D. Bulletin No. 81, 1926.

To the Health Department the social worker has an important 
responsibility of reporting as required by law. Reporting is the first 
essential of communicable disease control. Venereal diseases are 
subject to control through application of the known principles of 
epidemiology. When the patient is in an infectious stage the health 
officer has powers to enforce isolation and treatment which no other 
agency has.

T o th e  P h y sic ia n

The private physician is often entitled to more consideration than
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he gets from the social worker and will prove an invaluable ally if 
properly approached. Unfortunately the physician often regards the 
social worker as neither fish nor fowl, being neither nurse nor doctor. 
He views the world as an individualist, while the social worker’s view 
is quite the opposite. Furthermore, he has legal and ethical respon
sibilities which the social worker may not appreciate. Should he 
violate his patient’s confidence he is legally liable. Damage suits 
against physicians are rapidly becoming a national sport. He is, 
however, most susceptible to education when properly approached 
and will cooperate willingly once he understands and is understood. 
In this connection there are some state secrets which you should 
know.

A  physician is very sensitive to having a social worker tell him 
“ I think this person has syphilis.”  A  positive Wassermann does not 
mean syphilis, nor does a negative mean freedom from the disease. 
Hutchinson teeth, Parot’s nodes, rhagades, snuffles and a hoarse cry 
in the new born, ataxic gait, history of exposure, any of these taken 
singly do not mean syphilis. A  urethral discharge does not mean 
gonorrhea. The social worker should report to the clinic or private 
physician any pertinent information she may have which will aid 
in diagnosis such as Wassermann, familial infection, moral turpitude, 
history of stillbirths and repeated miscarriages, Hutchinson teeth, 
strabismus and the so-called stigmata of degeneracy. But let him 
draw his own conclusions. I have seen social workers make the 
following written report to physicians: “ The child is cross-eyed, so 
probably has syphilis.”

The physician is quick to suspect indiscretion if the social worker 
is too great a talker. He will then refuse all information and assist- 
tance. Confine yourself to pertinent facts only and respect his time. 
I have often been bored with lengthy recitations of pure gossip by 
social workers.

The physician doesn’t like to be told. He does like to be asked. 
Make your report and ask his advice. Be sure that he understands 
your problem.

The physician in charge is jealous of his prerogatives in the con
duct of treatment. He should be. That is his responsibility. All 
of us with any medical knowledge are apt to be prejudiced in favor 
of certain types of treatment. W e should remember there are many 
things about treatment which are uncertain and a method unfamiliar 
to us may be effective in skilled hands. I have seen a social worker
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advise a patient to change physicians because bismuth injections were 
used instead of mercury!

The physician, as a rule, is not concerned with the moral question. 
He is chiefly concerned with the restoration of health.

“ D on ’ts” for V enereal D isease Social W orkers

In conclusion, disregarding what little I know of pedagogy, the 
following negatives are proposed for social workers engaged in 
venereal disease w ork :

1. Don’t confuse venereal disease control with morality when 
first arranging the care of the patient and his family. Morals are 
“ out” for the time being. The patient is sick and infectious.

2. Don’t forget that a written record may endure for many, 
many years; that records in a busy public institution are not always 
guarded as carefully as they might be; and that only 6 per cent, of 
the population is illiterate. If your written report carries an unnec
essary stigma an injustice is done.

3. Don’t talk about your cases or experiences. Especially in ven
ereal disease work does the social worker share with the physician 
this portion of the Oath of Hippocrates: “ Whatever, in connection 
with my professional practice, or not in connection with it, I see or 
hear in the life of men, which ought not to be spoken of abroad, I 
will not divulge, as reckoning that all such should be kept secret.”

4. Don’t expect the health officer to exercise police powers unless 
there is fair reason to believe the case is in an infectious stage. 
Isolation and examination can only be forced as a matter of public 
protection.

5. Don’t tell the private physician. Report and ask.
6. Don’t antagonize a patient with early cerebral syphilis. These 

people are sometimes subject to delusions of persecution and will 
commit violence unexpectedly. Forcing an obstinate general paretic 
to continue treatment is no job for a woman.

7. Don’t forget that follow-up is all-important in a venereal 
disease clinic. The tragedy of many of our splendid municipal clinics 
today is the short average duration of treatment. Incomplete treat
ment may make all previous work a total loss. This should be the 
responsibility of the Social Service Department.

8. Don’t forget that there is still much to be known about certain 
forms of treatment. Any assistance the social worker can give in 
following up discharged cases after a period of years will contribute 
greatly to our knowledge.
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9. Don’t make a diagnosis of venereal disease but always sus

pect its existence.
10. Don’t forget that education is our one great weapon. Every 

child on your records is a potential sex delinquent. Is each of them 
getting the knowledge and viewpoint which will be their invulnerable 
defense against this danger?

“ Prejudices and false notions regarding the venereal diseases on 
the part of the general public must be replaced by accurate informa
tion and intelligent attitudes. There is a notion prevalent that every 
syphilitic is a roue or a social outcast. Erroneous ideas of this sort 
prevent an appreciation of the fact that no less than 10 per cent, of 
all luetics became infected nongenitally and innocently, that thousands 
of innocent women suffer from lues, and that thousands are syphilitic 
due to congenital transmission. The belief that venereal diseases are 
always a visitation for sexual immorality has retarded the control and 
in a large measure prevented the eradication of the venereal disease 
plague. Let the cloak of secrecy due to this mistaken idea be once 
removed and our progress in dealing with the problem will be has- 
ened.” (White, Mark J., V . D. Manual, No. 81, Page 35.)

600 Stockton Street,
San Francisco, Calif.
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THE INDUSTRIAL CLINIC*

F R A N K  G. PE D LE Y, M.D

Robert Owen lived more than a hundred years ago during the 
time of the industrial revolution, and he, although not a physician, 
was one of the pioneers in the science of industrial hygiene. One of 
his favorite theories was that a man’s character was made for him, not 
by him. Those were the days in which the question of the freedom 
of the will was beginning to be debated and Owen was criticized very 
severely for his belief. However, his actions reflected his beliefs and 
he established conditions in his own factory which in those days were 
unique. Nowadays we are recognizing more and more that we are 
the product of conditions which are to a great extent beyond our 
individual control. I f one studies the past history o f most criminals 
one is impressed by the fact that their line o f life has been directed 
by circumstances which were more or less thrust upon them. If 
one studies carefully the history of any sick person one is impressed 
with the same fact.

A  recent study in Buenos Aires o f 333 children of tuberculous 
mothers showed that the longer children were allowed to remain with 
their tuberculous parents the greater was their chance of infection. 
Thus 3.44 per cent, o f the children who were taken away from their 
parents on the date o f their birth developed tuberculosis, whereas 
22.2 per cent, who were removed between the tenth and thirtieth day 
became infected, and after they had been left three to six months 
with their parents nearly one-half of them developed tuberculosis. 
These children developed tuberculosis because they were victims of 
their surroundings. Instances could be multiplied almost indefinitely 
to show that quite apart from hereditary influences individuals in un
favorable surroundings are adversely affected.

Our present health, or our present disease, is a reflection o f our 
past experience. This man has a failing heart because he suffered

*From the Department of Industrial Medicine, Institute of Public Health, 
Columbia University.
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from acute rheumatic fever twenty years ago. That man dies at 
forty-six because he has been a rock driller for fifteen years. To 
intelligently understand disease one must know not only the family 
history of the patient, the history o f the diseases from which he has 
suffered, but also the environment in which he has spent his life, for 
these are the things which determine the present condition of his 
body. It is true that there are many things in a man’s environment 
which we cannot interpret because we are ignorant of their effects. 
W e do not know, for example, what the effect of driving a motor 
car all day long is on a man’s life, nor do we know how small quanti
ties of automobile exhaust gases affect the traffic policemen at the 
corner. The many defects in our knowledge can be determined only 
by patient observation.

There can be little question that the average man’s health is pro
foundly influenced by the occupation which he follows and to a certain 
extent the duration of his life is determined when he selects his life 
work. It is true that only a part of our day is spent in work, but 
if we subtract from each day the number of hours spent in rest, 
which can hardly fail to influence our health favorably, 50 per cent, 
or more of the remaining time is spent in work.

The experience of occupied people in England illustrates 
graphically how occupation affects longevity. Thus if the mortality 
experience of all males be taken as 1000, farmers and the like show 
a mortality of only 585, whereas potters show 1540 and tin miners 
2160. In 1900 in England the expectation of life at age 20 for clergy
men was 47.1 years; o f agricultural laborers it was 46.2 years; of 
coal miners 43.2, and of cotton manufacturers 41.4 years. In the 
United States, according to Dr. Dublin of the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Company, the expectation of life in men engaged in indus
trial pursuits at age 20 is 42 years; in men not engaged in indus
trial pursuits it is 50 years. The eight years difference is not to be 
laid entirely to conditions of work. Economic status, nationality and 
the like probably account for some of the years, but the fact remains 
that the industrial worker has a higher death rate than the non-indus
trial worker, and this presents an important problem in preventive 
medicine.

As a step towards the study of these factors which influence the 
health of industrial workers, industrial clinics have been established 
in several hospitals in the country. One of these clinics is the Indus
trial Department of the Vanderbilt Clinic in New York City. The
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Industrial Department is operated jointly by the Department o f 
Medicine and the Institute of Public Health of the College of Physi
cians and Surgeons. It was established in November, 1925, and 
has been operated continuously since then. Each patient admitted 
to the Vanderbilt Clinic is interviewed by a worker at the ad
mitting desk and if his condition appears to be referable in any way 
to his work he is sent to the Industrial Department for study. In 
addition to this the workers in certain occupations which are known 
to be hazardous are sent to the Industrial Department whether their 
symptoms seem referable to their occupations or not. Thus brass 
foundrymen, grinders and polishers, chemical workers, junk dealers, 
lead workers, stone cutters, plumbers, printers, potters, storage bat
tery workers, painters, and so forth, are automatically sent to the 
Industrial Department. There the patient is questioned by a physi
cian and if his condition does not appear to be in any way connected 
with his occupation he is immediately directed to the proper depart
ment. If, however, his occupation does appear to be responsible for 
some of his symptoms he is held in the Industrial Department for 
thorough study.

Since occupations are now so various and specialized it is difficult 
for a physician to be cognizant of all conditions of work, and when a 
patient presents himself for treatment suffering from obscure symp
toms which may be caused by his occupation it is the practice to visit 
his place of employment and make an investigation of the conditions 
of work.

In hospitals and clinics where occupation is only perfunctorily 
thought of a great many diagnoses are erroneously made. In the 
early days of the operation of the Industrial Department of the 
Vanderbilt Clinic a man presented himself who had been treated at 
a well known hospital for gastro-enteritis, which on careful examina
tion at the Vanderbilt Clinic proved to be lead poisoning. The 
delay in making this diagnosis caused this man the loss of compen
sation which he would have obtained had his case been reported 
promptly. Such cases since then have proved to be the rule rather 
than the exception. In the case of occupational poisonings the law 
requires that the man shall file his claim within a month of stopping 
work. More often than not this period is exceeded while the man 
drifts from doctor to doctor.

Occupational poisonings such as lead poisoning or benzol poison
ing are undoubtedly dramatic diseases of occupation, but many other
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diseases not ordinarily spoken of as occupational are profoundly in
fluenced by occupation. A  baker, for example, with chronic bronchitis 
can hardly hope for a speedy recovery so long as he makes it the 
practice of getting overheated at his work and periodically running 
to the door to cool off, nor can a man whose hands are constantly wet 
expect to recover promptly from a dermatitis. Sir James Paget is 
credited with the statement that fatigue has a larger share in the pro
motion or transmission of disease than any other single causal 
condition that can be named. Those individuals who are suffering 
from the effects o f occupational fatigue are ordinarily treated with 
so-called tonic medicines and the real cause o f their disability missed.

The records o f the Industrial Department of the Vanderbilt Clinic 
are not sufficient as yet to make any particular statements. At the 
Massachusetts General Hospital where an industrial clinic has been 
in operation for a number of years, it has been found that six per 
cent, of all people applying to the hospital for treatment are affected 
in some way by their occupation. It has been found there that nearly 
20 per cent, of painters admitted to the out-patient department are 
suffering from lead poisoning. This last observation is confirmed 
almost exactly by the experience of the Industrial Department of the 
Vanderbilt Clinic.

From the results so far obtained at industrial clinics it is evident 
that an important element in the field of diagnosis and treatment is 
being disregarded in most hospitals and dispensaries. The need for 
observation o f social and economic status has long been recognized. 
Dispensary social service departments have been established to take 
care of this. Now industrial clinics are being organized to study 
the industrial environment.

The Industrial Clinic of the Massachusetts General Hospital is 
one of the pioneers. The Industrial Department of the Vanderbilt 
Clinic is of recent date. In California an industrial clinic is being 
organized by the Stanford University Medical School, and in Mon
treal an Industrial Clinic at the General Hospital in connection with 
McGill University is to be started in the fall o f this year.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONFLICTS IN THE FAMILY 
AND SOCIAL LIFE OF THE MODERN CHILD*

H E N R Y  C. SCH U M ACH ER, M.D.
Director, Cleveland Child Guidance Clinic, Cleveland, Ohio

Conflict commences in earliest infancy and is present throughout 
life. In infancy, the child’s whole energy is directed toward the 
satisfaction of sensory curiosity. At first the infant finds delight in 
the impulses to see, to hear, to smell, to taste. A  little later he learns 
to crawl and to walk and so larger fields of sensory exploration are 
opened up. He is activated by a drive of sensory impulses seeking 
gratification. If at all thwarted in attaining these pleasures he reacts 
by crying. This usually results in mother or nursemaid supplying 
what is wanted, thus satisfying his desires. It is not long before the 
child learns that in this way he can dominate his little world and 
obtain what he wants or a satisfying substitute, namely the compen
sation of sympathy and affection of the parent.

However, as he grows a little older his cry may not always be 
heeded; the wise parent will permit him to learn the important lesson 
that he cannot have all that he wants all of the time. Usually the 
child reacts to this attitude on the part of the parent by crying and 
screaming until, wearied by his exertions, he finally falls asleep. 
Thus he loses his first battle in the conflict with reality. Every child 
must learn he is not omnipotent. This means, however, that he loses 
many such battles in his conflict with reality. And unfortunate the 
child who does not lose them in infancy, for the time will come when 
his selfishness will be repugnant and abhorrent to those with whom 
he comes in contact. Parents who grant every whim and desire of 
their child fail in their duty and are making life ’s path doubly hard 
for him.

As the child grows from infancy into childhood, in addition to 
the conflict from without, namely with nature and its unalterable

*Read before the National Conference of Social W ork, Des Moines, Iowa, 
May, 1927.
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laws and man and his unyielding will, there is the conflict from within, 
from his ideals of conduct. In childhood, therefore, there is this 
double conflict. The conflict from within, i. e., from his ideals of 
conduct varies with the child. The conflict from within depends for 
its severity on the ethical and moral training and ethical and moral 
development of the child.

The conflict with reality does not cease in childhood— the child 
still seeks to dominate the environment. But the impulses which 
drive him in seeking this dominance now frequently clash with the 
internal conflict. In this clash it frequently happens that the moral 
ideals are not strong enough to win, for it must be borne in mind that 
voluntary control is weak in the child. It is not surprising, then, 
that the child often succumbs to his impulses.

Neither does the advent of puberty do away with the desire to 
satisfy sensory curiosity. In fact, the healthy boy and girl at puberty 
are anxious to see and hear the things read about and to actually take 
part in these things. But in addition to this frank sensory curiosity 
there is the awakening of sexual curiosity. All too frequently, be
cause of much misinformation in this sphere, the moral conflict be
comes particularly acute at puberty. The fact must not be overlooked 
that sex episodes occurring before puberty may cause profound emo
tional reactions during the adolescent period. The efforts of the 
adolescent at repudiation of his earlier sex misconduct very often 
lead to marked preoccupation with the sexual theme. The end result 
o f this conflict may be a feeling of guilt leading to mental depression, 
or a free indulgence in sex activities with much false rationalization 
o f this conduct. This false dichotomy is the basis of many psycho
neurotic disturbances.

With this brief resume of the development of the conflict, which 
you note is a dynamic conception, let me cite a case history to bring 
out many of the environmental conflicts of the youth of today. In 
this record no reaction to any single environmental situation is ex
treme; the case being of interest, however, in that this patient has 
conflicts over many environment situations. I use it, therefore, to 
save citing several cases each one illustrating a conflict over a single 
environmental situation. In my experience with “ problem” children 
as well as “ non-problem” children it is extremely rare to find a child 
who does not have as marked conflict over at least one o f the environ
mental situations noted in the case chosen.

Isadore is a fifteen-year-old boy whose only sibling is a brother
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almost six years younger. His parents are intelligent Jews in com
fortable financial circumstances. Their family history is a good one. 
Until the birth of his younger brother, Isadore was indeed the child 
o f over-solicitous parents. His every whim was a law to them. 
With the birth of the second child, however, there soon developed an 
antagonism between the parents and Isadore until at about the age of 
eight he had become a problem which has grown in magnitude up to 
the present time. ,His parents are convinced that he dislikes them 
and they are agreed that they have no control over him. Isadore is 
an attractive youngster. His intelligence quotient is 127 on the Stan- 
ford-Binet scale. His Army Alpha test score is 168. He talks freely 
o f his difficulties and his reactions to life ’s situations. He states he 
has lost all respect for his parents, and this many years ago. He 
accuses them of not having given him proper training. He feels both 
parents have set him a poor example. He wonders why parents 
should expect their children not to break the prohibition law when 
they themselves do it. Or why his father should object to his smok
ing and swearing when he himself is guilty of so doing. He is con
vinced that he is not treated fairly; that his younger brother is the 
favorite. Nor does he feel that his parents are training this favorite 
child in the proper way. He insists they are spoiling him and setting 
him as poor an example as they did him (Isadore). Isadore there
fore wishes to train his brother according to his understanding of 
child training. As a result of this desire on his part there is much 
disharmony between the brothers. In consequence o f this, Isadore 
finds parents of no particular value. He hopes the government will 
establish farms where children can be raised scientifically and that 
scientists will some day discover a way of bringing children into the 
world other than nature’s way.

But not only does he condemn parents, but all adults. He says all 
adults are making fools o f themselves constantly. He criticizes them 
for having stolen “ not only our (youth’s) customs, but also our cos
tumes.”  He feels that youth looks down upon the general adult popu
lation and that because age has come down to youth’s level.

Isadore does not believe the Sunday Schools are really doing what 
they might do. His chief criticism is that the two commandments 
which youth should have fully expounded received but little attention 
at any age of childhood, and none at adolescence when, he states, “ W e 
come under the demoralizing influences of present day society and 
are most in need of having these two commandments impressed upon
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us.”  He refers, of course, to the commandments o f the Mosaic law, 
“ Thou shalt not commit adultery,”  and “ Thou shalt not covet thy 
neighbor’s wife.”  He has many conflicts over religion. His mother 
is “ orthodox,” his father “ reformed.”  He cannot see why certain 
customs should be followed by his mother and disregarded by his 
father’s people. In consequence he feels there cannot be much truth 
in any of the parents’ beliefs. Furthermore, he is of the opinion 
that religion has lost its hold on adults and if they still attend church 
they do so very irregularly and do not carry over the teachings of the 
church into their every-day life.

Neither does Isadore believe that the schools are making a real 
effort to inculcate ethical teachings. Many teachers, he states, make 
no attempt at all, and those who do make the attempts are non
plussed by the twitter of laughter arising from the class. Should a 
biological topic involving sex be mentioned, there frequently is called 
a conference of the boys and girls after the class session to decide 
what the teacher could have meant. The upshot is that some smutty 
story is generally the result of their conference.

As to movies, Isadore is convinced that we need a strict censorship. 
He feels sure that the only reason many, if not most, high school boys 
and girls go to the movies is because of the erotic satisfactions they 
thus obtain. He called particular attention to “ Faust” and told of the 
misinterpretation of some of the scenes made by many of his class
mates. In his opinion the two-reel comedy is particularly to be con
demned, since so many of them deal with situations interpreted by 
him to be immoral, and that immorality in the sex sphere.

He also calls attention to the ease with which boys and girls can 
carry on their amorous behavior even in their own homes, since no 
attempt is made to supervise or chaperone them. The dance, he finds, 
is another sphere of immoral influence. He criticizes fathers and 
mothers for taking part in the present day dances, for he feels that in 
so doing they are setting their stamp of approval on them.

Isadore frankly admits his interest in sex matters. He criticizes 
his parents for not having answered frankly and truthfully his ques
tions relating to sex, thus leaving him to pick up his knowledge on 
the street. He thinks the boy and girl o f today are much more frank 
in their talk on this topic, but he also feels that much experimentation 
in this field is the result o f over-stimulation due to stage and screen 
dramas and comedies depicting the sex side of life, and also to the
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numerous newspaper stories o f adultery and of the “ eternal triangle” 
situations.

Is Isadore at all justified in his reactions to his environments? 
Granted that there are certain factors in his particular situation that 
have called out these particular responses, and granted also that some 
other child in Isadore’s place would not have reacted in just this way, 
yet I am sure that all of you who are dealing with children have had 
brought home to you the conviction that Isadore presents the thought 
of youth fairly accurately.

Most o f the problems of childhood are brought about by the 
behavior of adults. Isadore not only incriminates his parents, but 
many other adults, in fact, Society. He challenges not one but many 
social institutions, the Home, the Church, the School, the Theatre, 
the Dance Hall. With all of them he is in conflict— conflicts engen
dered through his contacts with them. The child did not bring about 
the changes in these social institutions. On the other hand, he in
herits them, they are his birthright. But just as these institutions 
have changed, so have man’s ideas and ideals changed with them.

The social institution that comes in for the most criticism is the 
home. Home life has changed, to be sure, but not because of the two 
individual parents but because society has changed. The home merely 
reflects this change in principles, customs and standards of society. 
In these social changes going on constantly can be found some of the 
causes of domestic unrest. In the new social order woman has much 
choice whether she will become a mother and how much attention she 
will pay to her domestic duties. Yet the child today, as formerly, 
learns his first lessons in socialization in the home and much indeed 
does depend, as in Isadore’s case, on the standards of a home in so 
far as it relates to child training. Children in conflict come from 
homes o f varying economic status— from the homes of the rich as 
well as the poor, from the homes of the educated as well as the 
illiterate. Isadore reacted adversely to parental control. He criticizes 
the undesirable behavior patterns of his parents, their unwise training 
o f himself, their early over-solicitude and their later harshness, their 
disregard for the laws of the land, their neglect of his ethical and 
moral training, their inability to impart any sex information, much 
less undertake any sex education. In all this, however, they were 
hampered because of their early training and their reaction to the 
ever-changing social standards.

Since the parents, because of ignorance of the subject matter or
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of ignorance of the need of proper training in the child’s formative 
years, cannot give much training, society must not blindly sit by. 
Instead society must make the proper provisions for training for 
parenthood. This must not be left to high school and college, for 
most parents do not go to high school and college,— instead their edu
cation ends with the completion of the grammar grades. There is 
some evidence that society has begun to realize this need of training 
for parenthood. However, the emphasis is misplaced. It should be 
in the grades instead of the focusing o f attention on adult parental 
education courses. Much of a Child Guidance Clinic’s work is in 
reality that of parental guidance.

But not all of Isadore’s conflicts arose within the home. School 
and Church are also incriminated. In Isadore’s case, as is true in 
more than half of our school population, the school curriculum was 
not adapted to the child. When Isadore came to see the psychiatrist 
he was failing in almost all of his studies, despite the fact that, judg
ing his ability on the basis of his Army Alpha score, he exceeds the 
average college senior in mental ability. He gives as one reason for 
his present failure his never having learned habits of study. He feels 
that he made his reputation in the first three grades and that since, 
instead of his teachers really showing him wherein his difficulty did 
lie, they have told him of his past excellent record and that he could 
do better now if he wanted to. His reaction is that instead of stimu
lating him to better effort it made him feel inferior and unable to do 
his work. He is frank in admitting that he never got proper satisfac
tion out of his school work and that he has gradually come to despise 
it and has resorted to imaginary attacks of illness to escape what is 
to him an intolerable situation. Furthermore, it has played havoc 
with his vocational ambitions and now we find him in conflict over his 
life work activities which unless remedied may result in his never 
being properly assimilated into the ranks of labor.

The Church, too, has added to this boy’s conflicts. Instead of 
instilling those ethical principles properly elucidated and humanly 
handled, which would have been of value in helping him resolve the 
false dichotomy relating to sex, the Church avoided the issues, 
although he was duly registered in classes for children of his life age, 
namely adolescent classes. The Church, if it is to function well, must 
come to the aid of the family and help the child in properly evaluating 
those moral truths which will be of aid to him in resolving his own 
internal conflicts. The Church must teach him to free himself from
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his sense of guilt and sin over his sex reveries— a normal accompani
ment of the adolescent age— and aid him in the achievement of an 
adequate understanding.

Isador’s remarks about the movies are well taken. Society, in
cluding the home, has not done its full duty toward youth in this 
matter. The primary purpose of the motion picture is entertainment 
for adults and to that end many of life’s problems and situations are 
dramatized which in book form we would not put into the hands of 
our children or even our adolescent boys and girls. Yet many 
parents make no pretence of choosing the type of cinema production 
they permit their children to witness. Then, too, many of the pictures, 
dramas as well as the two-reel comedies, are seemingly intended to 
arouse erotic feelings. The problem cannot be solved by stating, as 
did Carl E. Milliken, secretary, Motion Picture Producers and Dis
tributors of America, Inc., in his article “ Photoplays for Children as 
I See Them” in the May (1927) issue of American Childhood (Vol. 
12, No. 9, p. 11) that “ much passes over the heads of children” that 
is picturized in the photoplays. Isadore is witness for it that that is 
not so, and younger children than he have confessed to learning ways 
of stealing and of becoming sexually stimulated as the result of wit
nessing some photoplay. True enough, it may not have been their 
first introduction to stealing or to sex arousal, but the photoplay was 
for them an occasion of sin. It is too simple a view of the situation 
to make all of the child’s life activities depend on just his heredity 
or his reaction to the home environment. Instead, due consideration 
must be given to what he is, with whom he is, and where he is. These 
variables influence his reactions; for the child is a dynamic, not a 
static being.

In our social treatment of the child we must, therefore, take cog
nizance of the social alterations of this era, and not attempt the im
possible, namely an adjustment to social standards and ideals of a 
by-gone age. The so-called revolt of the child is not greater than the 
revolt of his elders. Unfortunately for the child, he has come into a 
world of many unsolved problems— problems his elders are but par
tially solving. It is the problems o f the adult, their state of flux and 
great uncertainty, that is making the environmental conflicts of the 
modern child so difficult. His ethical teachings, what little he gets, 
are not harmonized with the behavior of the adults.

In no age since the Renaissance have so many great social altera
tions taken place as in this one. The great progress in industry, with
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its concomitant unbanization, together with the feminine movement, 
have done much to change the status of the family. The reaction to 
the aftermath of the Great War, the revolt of adults to the traditional 
views on sex, the discussions of sex topics, including birth control, 
in newspaper, novel and drama, all have had their effect on the 
present generation. Youth has always had its environmental con
flicts and probably always will. The wonder is that youth of today 
meets and resolves these conflicts as well as it does. All our evidence 
is to the effect that the modern child is facing its problems with great 
candor and much freedom in both thought and expressions. But in 
this society must help. Society must realize that most of the child’s 
conflicts are due to social activity and to social inactivity. Society 
must, therefore, be ready and anxious to assist in all measures look
ing to better character formation during the early years of the child’s 
existence, thus preventing many of the serious environmental con
flicts of the modern child.

2525 Euclid Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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THE PHYSICIAN IN CHILD HEALTH*

W IL L IA M  A. H O W E , B.S., M.D., L.L.D.

State Medical Inspector of Schools, Albany, N. Y.

Every health program for childhood must necessarily have proper 
medical direction to be most successful. Though fractional or incom
plete health programs may be carried on without medical guidance, 
as is often attempted, such a plan eventually leads to failure and 
disappointment. Proper medical guidance is just as essential for a 
composite health program for childhood as for the individual who 
seeks the aid o f the physician to either get well or to keep well. It 
is indeed well to remember that in all matters pertaining to human 
health either mental or physical, adult or child, medical advice should 
be taken and followed.

In this great crusade of health marching forward with breathless 
speed, even dangerous in many instances with its elaborations, its 
substitutions, its misinformations, we must stop and look and listen 
to the physician, that he may aid us to safely and scientifically apply 
modern preventive and restorative medicine to childhood. In many 
communities this is already being done and with gratifying results. 
In far too many places however the attention being given to the 
mental and physical health of children is far from what it should be 
and is sadly in need o f more and better medical guidance to insure 
its success. There are many contributing factors or problems re
sponsible for the prevailing inefficiency in many of our programs of 
child health. T o briefly deal with some of them will be the purpose 
of this paper.

Much of the inefficiency in Child Hygiene work especially in 
schools is due to the inadequate compensation paid to examining 
physicians. In too many instances the cheapest and not the best 
doctor gets “ the job .”

He is often chosen not because o f his better qualifications or

* Read before the Annual Meeting of the American Child Health Association,
Buffalo, N . Y ., October, 1926.
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greater interest in the work but to save a few dollars of public 
money. When such a condition arises both the school authorities 
and the physician are at fault. Trustees should realize that economy 
applied to the health of school children is dangerous and expensive 
business, and that the best of medical services are none too good for 
which fair compensation should be paid.

The physician who lends himself to a cheap program of child 
hygiene should understand that by doing so he endangers its success 
at the expense of childhood, lowers the dignity of his profession and 
justly invites its criticism. This frequent weakness in our child 
health program is one for which much can and should be done by 
school authorities and by the medical profession. Physicians should 
not accept an appointment as medical inspector unless its compensa
tion is sufficient to enable them to render equally as good service as 
they do to private patients in their offices. It is well to remember that 
as “ a little knowledge is often dangerous” so is rapid, superficial, 
inefficient medical service to children even more hazardous.

For several years there has been a disposition by some people 
to substitute others to render the services that should be performed 
by the physician or under his direction. To do this not only places 
the work in untrained hands but arouses opposition to the 
program among the medical profession. While it is essential that 
many collateral agencies should unite in health programs to insure 
their success the physician is the logical and best equipped person 
to evaluate the findings and to apply them to the whole child organism. 
In child health service as in any other phase of activity substitution 
means deception, engenders weakness and invites failure. While 
many can and should assist the physician no one can or should be 
substituted for him. Some claim and perhaps rightly so, that substi
tution for medical services has arisen because the physician was 
indifferent to the work and failed to render the services expected of 
him. Should this explanatory criticism be true, even in part, it be
hooves the physician to manifest a deeper interest in child health and 
to render to his people and to his community the services expected 
of him. The most effective way in which to stop most substitution 
would be for the physician to do those things in the medical field for 
which substitution is attempted.

The popular favor with which health service for school children 
has been received has offered an opportunity to some people to com
mercialize on the school child. This is frequently seen in the willing-
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ness o f many people to advise and sell glasses to children who really 
do not need them or who would be better off without them. It again 
appears in some communities where tonsils are indiscriminately 
removed regardless o f their pathological or obstructive condition or 
attendant symptoms. More recently we find abundant evidence in 
some of our nutritional work where parents are urged by the astute 
advertiser to go to the drug store to buy vitamins for their children. 
With few exceptions the drug store is no place to buy vitamins. 
Other similar instances might be mentioned.

Could we not and should we not as physicians so advise our 
families that they may know when surgical attention is needed for 
tonsillar and other conditions, when glasses should or should not 
be worn, where food values can be best obtained and how to do the 
right rather than the wrong thing for the physical and mental welfare 
of their children?

Physicians, especially school medical inspectors, should be better 
organized to standardize the work, and to more effectively influence 
its advancement and administration. Though there are many com
munities large and small in which excellent services are being rendered 
with gratifying results by physicians deeply interested in the work 
often serving at great financial loss to themselves, there is but one 
instance, a group of medical inspectors for private schools, so far 
as I know, in which an organized ^effort is being made within the 
medical profession to systematically study the many health and other 
problems involved in school medical inspection and to so advise re
garding their solution that a uniform program for Child Hygiene 
might be evolved, the practical application of which would be more 
conducive to the present and future success of the work. Other 
than medical people have so organized with a similar purpose in 
mind. Much of the work they have done has been highly com
mendable and of practical value. W hy should not the medical pro
fession do likewise? W hy should we not have as we could by 
concerted action a powerful, influential American Association of 
School Medical Inspectors ? Such an organization with its thousands 
of members working together for a common purpose in cooperation 
with medical societies, school authorities and all interested agencies, 
could and would do much to insure to childhood a safe, sane and effi
cient program of Health Direction.

The physician should by some ethical plan be permitted and en
couraged to give to the public more authentic and reliable information
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regarding health matters. Some plan might well be devised by which 
a health committee of the county or local medical society could 
regularly publish Health News items in the public press. The 
names of contributing physicians could be omitted. The Medical 
Society broadcasting the information would be sufficient to guarantee 
its reliability. Such a campaign of Health Information and Health 
Direction would be welcomed by the public press and accomplish 
immeasurable results among millions of people.

In many programs for child welfare as in other health movements 
the family physician has not been sufficiently appreciated, recognized 
or utilized. In any local health movement he occupies the strategic 
position of both attack and defense. His intimate knowledge of 
environmental and individual health in the community far outweighs 
the advantages of anyone else. He is the best equipped to fight 
disease and to maintain health. He is really the Soldier of Health on 
the firing line. Without his active participation in the campaign for 
better child health or community health we can no more succeed than 
can an army of generals win a battle without fighting soldiers. The 
medical profession should be mobilized for the promotion and main
tenance of mental and physical health, in doing which the family 
physician should occupy a commanding position.

There has never been a health movement which if rightfully 
guided by the physician would be so conducive to his professional 
advantage or produce such brilliant results among his families as 
safeguarding, keeping well and getting well the children of his clien
tele. For generations people have looked to the physician for health 
restoration. They are now looking to him for health conservation. 
Is it not his duty as well as his privilege to see that they do not look 
elsewhere ? Should he not encourage them to come to him ? Should 
he not as their Health Engineer so direct their course that they may 
escape many of the dangers of quackery with its various cults? 
Should he not as their Health Teacher so instruct them in the simple 
essentials of healthful living that they may escape many of the evils 
of disease ? Would it not be far better for him as for them to furnish 
reliable information on the many health matters concerning which 
they seek and demand advice, rather than to permit them to be mis
informed and misdirected by others often for mercenary purposes? 
Should he not as the Community Health Leader for which he should 
be well prepared be actively identified with local Boards of Education 
and Health, that his influence through these and other agencies may
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be utilized for the betterment of all health activities? In thus ful
filling his duty in these and other respects for the promotion of child 
health would he not advance his professional prestige and increase 
his individual usefulness ?

There is probably no phase of human health that has been so 
misunderstood or so seriously neglected as that relating to the mind. 
Until very recently few physicians have taken any interest in the 
mental health of children. From 1915-16 to 1924-25 the number of 
school children reported to us with various nervous disorders in
creased 148 per cent. Psychiatrists tell us that today there are more 
than 900,000 children in school who, should the present rate of ad
mission continue, will some day be committed to an institution for 
mental disorders. W e are also advised by the same authority that 
much of the mental wreckage of adult life has its incipiency in child
hood. These figures and this statement are thought by many to be 
conservative. It appears certain that from the large and rapidly in
creasing group of problem cases of childhood we get most of the 
psychopathic, neurotic, delinquent and maladjusted adults of to
morrow. Many of them eventually become manic-depressive, de
mentia praecox or paranoiac cases, and finally end in an institution for 
mental disease. Much of this distressing condition of mental health 
can be prevented. The physician is the logical person to apply the 
remedy by proper medical service. Preventive measures can be 
most effectively applied to childhood. Upon the medical profession 
rests a great responsibility to do so in this special field o f mental 
health. No greater opportunity exists today than that offered to 
physicians to carefully study and deal with the mental problems of 
childhood, in doing which one-half of the mental wreckage o f adult 
life can be prevented. Is it not worth while that we should place 
our combined medical knowledge at the service of thousands of help
less and unsuspecting children to save them from what appears to 
be a mental disaster?

Mental Safety should be one of our mottoes. Let us teach it to 
parents and apply it to childhood.

The medical profession seems to be rushing into the grave danger 
of over specialization. The pendulum is swinging too far and too 
rapidly in that direction. One of the most serious resultants of this 
recent movement is the rapid passing of the general practitioner with 
all he means to his people, to the profession, and to the community. 
Though we need specialists to whom cases can be referred and from
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whom assistance in specialized information can be obtained we are 
in still greater need of more physicians with a better general medical 
knowledge, with a deeper interest in and a keener observation of con
ditions of childhood, and an ability to visualize the whole child and to 
administer to his physical and mental welfare. It would seem wise 
for every physician who contemplates specialization to first spend 
several years in general practice. T o do so would furnish to him a 
far better foundation on which to build a successful career in some 
special field. Let us as physicians remember that it is neither possible 
nor desirable that we should all be specialists. Let us lend our influ
ence to develop not more but better specialists and to encourage more 
physicians especially the younger men, to give a longer service to 
general medicine. Let us do such as we can to perpetuate the family 
physician so greatly needed, so indispensable to our profession, so 
able to render the services for which in many instances the specialist is 
not needed and often not even so well qualified.

“ To cooperate one must so conduct himself that others can work 
with him.” This dictum is true in every profession and in every field 
of activity. It is particularly applicable to many of us who are doing 
administrative health work. Though we seek and appreciate the val
uable aid of many assisting agencies without the medical profession 
that are doing so much to further the success of child hygiene, we 
often in our enthusiasm to move forward forget and leave behind 
the cooperating agency and substitute our administration for their 
cooperation. Many a health program is seriously handicapped or 
even fails by confusing cooperation with administration. Wise and 
successful as a rule is the administrator who gladly welcomes all the 
cooperation he can get and so utilizes it in the promotion of his pro
grams that full credit shall be given to all participating agencies.

It is deeply regrettable that in many communities physicians do 
not cooperate with each other. W e often find jealousy, hostility or 
almost open professional warfare existing between physicians who 
should be the best of friends and of the greatest assistance to each 
other. The cause, should one exist, is generally a trivial one, too 
petty indeed to disturb or divide the local medical profession. Such 
a condition is an unhappy one. It always militates against the best 
interests of the physicians and the community they serve. It in
variably lessens the efficiency of medical service as a profession thus 
divided can never be as efficient as a united one. It also exerts an 
inhibiting influence on all health movements and justly invites public
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criticism. The remedy for such an unfortunate condition within the 
profession must be administered by the physician himself. It must 
be a family remedy as it were to be given and taken by every physi
cian for the welfare of the medical fraternity. It must be strong in 
curative and preventive properties. It must be filled with the Golden 
Rule, “ As ye would that men should do to you do ye also to them 
likewise.”

It should abound in the same charity toward the profession that 
the physician so generously extends to mankind. It should be free 
of jealousy, the most venomous destroyer of friendship. It should be 
free of credulity in the gossiping mischief so dangerous in any com
munity, even among friends. It should be filled with ambition for 
personal success, and with delight to applaud the success o f others.

Conclusions

1—  Every child hygiene program to be most successful must have 
proper medical direction.

2—  Much of the inefficiency in child hygiene work is due to the 
inadequate compensation paid to physicians.

3—  There is an imminent danger in the substitution o f others to 
render the services that should be performed by the physician or 
under his direction.

4—  The wide spread popularity of child hygiene has led to certain 
commercialization that physicians should exert their influence to stop.

5—  Physicians, especially school medical inspectors, should be bet
ter organized to more effectively influence the advancement and ad
ministration of Child Hygiene work.

6—  Physicians by some ethical plan should be permitted and en
couraged to give to the public more authoritative and reliable informa
tion regarding health matters.

7—  The family physician as the Soldier of Health should occupy 
a more commanding position in every program for the promotion and 
maintenance of mental and physical health.

8—  It is both the duty and opportunity of physicians to promote 
child hygiene and to advance their professional prestige.

9—  Mental Safety applied to childhood would prevent fifty per 
cent, o f the mental wreckage of adult life.

10—  More generalization and less specialization is much needed 
in the applied medicine of child hygiene.
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11—  The practical utilization of all cooperating agencies is essen

tial for the greatest success of any health program.
12—  Far better cooperation is much needed among physicians. 

The better they cooperate with each other the more effectively will 
others cooperate with them.



RELATION OF POSITIVE HEALTH TO PUBLIC 
WELFARE*

E LLE N  C. PO TTE R , M.D.

Medical Director, Department of Institutions and Agencies of 
New Jersey, Trenton, N. J.

Formerly Secretary of Welfare, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Interdependence of individual and community has never been 
more obvious than it is today. Truly, “ No man liveth to himself 
alone” in this swiftly progressive age. I speak with the feeling 
conviction that comes from experience, since any Public Welfare 
official is largely concerned in paying the bill incurred by a commun
ity through the lack of individual positive health. That bill is de
creased or increased in proportion to the number of individuals in a 
community who have clearly in mind what real health means and who 
have assumed their own responsibility for obtaining and maintain it.

That number, fortunately for all welfare, is bound to increase 
with amazing rapidity if we read the signs o f the times correctly. 
Within our generation we have seen an evolution in the public health 
program “ from a search of the surroundings o f man for the cause 
of disease and death and from an effort to change the surroundings 
of man in order to increase his life span,— to a search for the sources 
of disease in man himself and an effort to build up in man himself 
not only the powers of resistance to infection,”  but also to develop 
a well balanced bodily functioning which insures a joy in living up 
to the last limit of the life span. In other words we are becoming 
more and more interested not only in increasing the number of years 
a man may live but even more interested in studying how he may 
live with satisfaction to himself and with effectiveness in his com
munity.

Parallel with this evolution in health education runs in all welfare 
an evolution from the old custodial policy for the care of wrecks to

* Address Delivered before General Federation of W om en’s Clubs, Atlantic 
City, New Jersey, 1926.
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one of prevention of human wreckage. This new policy is imperative 
if welfare is to retain the significance it should retain. In the present 
stage of development, however, the problem of prevention increases 
in difficulty with the increase of longevity. Revolutions bring with 
them many problems; evolutions bring many m ore; for while revolu
tions make sharp divisions with the extermination of one faction or 
the other, evolutions lead gradually from one phase to another—  
holding the old for gradual development into the new.

For instance, evolution in the public health field presents us today 
with a rapidly increasing population. Lives are now being saved at 
a rate of 230,000 per year from the elimination o f only typhoid fever, 
diphtheria, and diarrhoeal diseases. In addition we all know of the 
vast saving of lives in the period of infancy. Dublin1 gives the fol
lowing summary of the increase in the expectation of life at birth.

Massachusetts: (1855) 39.7? yrs.; (1920) 55.25; or an increase 
of 15.48 yrs. of life expectancy in a period of 65 years.

United States: Registration Area, (1901) 49.24 yrs.; (1922) 
56.32; or an increase of 7.08 years of life in a period o f 19 years.

England and W ales: (1838-’54) 40.88 years; (1910-T2) 53.42 
years or an increase o f 12.54 years of life in a period of 58 years.

But while evolution in health education has brought about this 
conservation of life, it has not as yet reached a stage where that life 
is a satisfaction in its entirety. In the interim Public W elfare o f 
ficials have an increased rather than a decreased difficulty in handling 
certain of their problems. Many of those who have survived in the 
physically handicapped group lack in stamina and are therefore sub
ject to intercurrent illness. With an increased life expectancy for 
both male and female we have an increased number of middle 
aged and old persons who are subjects of degenerative and metabolic 
disorders, as well as an increasingly large group dependent because 
o f old age. Finally, the care given today to the mentally diseased 
and defective insures the prolongation of life for these handicapped 
persons far beyond that which might have been expected twenty 
years ago.

As Public Welfare officials we have, therefore, facing us four 
major problems:

1. The care of adults who have become physical or mental wrecks 
through lack of personal and community care.
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2. The re-education of adults in principles o f life and health 

preservation.
3. Giving the infant the proper mental and physical start in life.
4. Educating the child so that he may enjoy himself and the world 

into which he has been born, for the purpose of contributing 
his best to human welfare.

Four such projects require money to be made effective. No one 
can dispute the practical, compelling quality of any one or all of them, 
neither can any one deny that the financial support necessary for the 
care o f existing human wreckage hangs like a millstone about the 
neck o f society. Private philanthropy, volunteer organizations, such 
as those represented in the membership of the National Health 
Council— can be counted upon to demonstrate welfare programs to 
the public, to set up standards, and to persuade public services to take 
up in their communities the work demonstrated; but the responsi
bility for adequately carrying out any welfare project is a responsi
bility of the public service not of private or volunteer organizations. 
That responsibility includes the disbursement of public monies. 
Nothing shows the long distance welfare has to travel to reach the 
ideal of a preventive program as do the statistics quoted from the ex
penditure for the care of the human wreckage now with us,— an ex
penditure which if used for promoting better health and social wel
fare would decrease dependency and lessen the size of the millstone 
now holding us back from the furthering o f our constructive pro
jects.

That millstone in Pennsylvania, for example, totals in expendi
tures for one year for the acutely and chronically ill; the old, defec
tive; delinquent; dependent; and injured; not less than $46,492,536. 
The following items speak for themselves— items of correction, of 
“ patching up,”  rather than items of a preventive and constructive
program:

Items of “ Welfare”  expenditure

State owned and aided hospitals (fo r  the acutely ill) . . .  .$16,207,318
Poor Relief (almshouse) ..............................................   3,765,844
Poor Relief (out door d o les).................................................  3,057,798
Private homes (institutions) for aged................................  910,600
Blind (adult) ........................................................................... 126,969
Children (dependent) ............................................................ 2,211,188
Mothers’ Assistance F u n d .....................................................  1,725,000
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Mental defectives (in institutions) .................................  1,579,559
Mentally diseased (in hospitals) .............   6,958,890
County Jails .............................................................................  1,871,896
Penitentiaries ............................................................................  1,651,318
Prison industries....................................................................... 601,674
Workman’s Compensation for injuries and death.............  5,829,482

T o t a l ...............................................................................$46,492,536
O f these items the expenditure for Mothers’ Assistance is the 

only one which can be considered purely constructive, made neces
sary, however, very largely by the preventable death of the father 
in his maturity.

Pennsylvania is not more generous than other states. In fact, if 
we calculate at a similar rate in proportion to population, the United 
States, as a whole, probably spends not less than $561,200,000 in 
custodial and salvage work in a year. This is a conservative estimate 
and does not include, for lack of information, most of the private 
philanthropic expenditures.

Going back to Pennsylvania’s budget, under the expenditures of 
state-aided hospitals, we find an item of $16,207,318. This provided 
for care of 303,923 patients in one year representing 3%  of the 
entire population of the state. Their combined treatment extended 
over 3,701,433 days and represented 10,140 years of time of active 
living lost in twelve months by this one section of Pennsylvania’s 
population.

The amount of money spent in poor relief in Pennsylvania sup
ports a daily average of 8628 in the almshouses of the state, 3,449,220 
days o f care are given to these people— annually. Approximately 
75% of them are chronically ill and lose a total of 9445 years of time 
of activity in one year. Under “ Out Door Relief,”  33,781 persons 
are given assistance in a year of whom 19,993 over 50% are indigent 
because o f illness or death of the breadwinner. When we stop to 
consider that almshouse inmates in a large measure are in the prime 
of life these figures grow in gravity. For example, the 63,807 
almshouse admissions in the United States in 1922, fell into the 
following age groups:

50% ............................................ 25-64 years of age
36% ...................... ............ .. over 64 years o f age
14% ............................................under 24 years of age
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At present the investment of the United States in almshouse 

farms, etc., amounts to $150,485,200. The annual expense of main
tenance of the poor totals $8,740,500. Sample studies made of local 
poor law administration show that much of this money is spent 
without securing any adequate return either in prevention or cure.

Again let us turn to Pennsylvania. W e have seen that large sums 
are spent by that State in taking care of human wreckage. How does 
that sum compare with the sums appropriated for preventive and 
constructive purposes? For 1925-’26, the State appropriated a total 
of $125,025,985 for all public services. O f this 43.9 per cent was 
for highways; 26.9 per cent for schools; 10.2 per cent for welfare; 
and 19 per cent for all other public functions.

What conclusion must we draw? At least we are justified in this 
conclusion that careful consideration must be given to the wise 
expenditure of public monies, that clean-cut judgment in selecting 
values is imperative, if money is to be available to make effective a 
real welfare program. No where in connection with welfare expen
ditures is there a complete constructive program, which in its essence 
must be preventive; no where is there an adequate school health 
program; and certainly, no wheye today are there facilities for 
executing an adult health program with the positive view point, which 
is the only sure road to travel to secure individual strength o f body 
and mind.

How shall we arrive at the place where we can put such programs 
into operation? Evolution is a slow process,— but it may be quick
ened. One way that may effectively help presents itself naturally 
in connection with today’s program. Such an organization as the 
Women’s Foundation for Health functioning largely through 
women’s club groups, educational institutions and industries for the 
health of women,— health in a positive sense— must eventually reach 
every section of the country with its educational standards for effec
tive daily living. When women thus learn how to guide their own 
individual lives they will rapidly arrive at the point where their 
leadership in all welfare will be sought and secured.

The welfare of the race is truly a project suited to the ability of 
women. Have they not come into full possession o f their citizenship 
at a period of transition in affairs of government? They come into 
their responsibilities peculiarly equipped to promote governmental 
undertakings as they relate to human welfare. Have not hundreds
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of thousands of them had specific training and experience in the fields 
of education, health and social welfare, as teachers, nurses and social 
workers ?

That being the case woman’s contribution to civic affairs can most 
suitably be made in that field with which she is technically familiar 
and toward which she instructively leans. That contribution can not, 
however, be made successfully unless she is fully possessed of per
sonal health, both physical and mental.

W e therefore have a fourfold undertaking:
First— The promotion o f positive health education for all adults.
Second— The education of the women of today for the perform

ance of their duties as citizens.
Third— The development o f women as policy makers in the 

councils of their political parties.
Fourth— The development of women as public servants in the 

field o f education, health and welfare and in the administration of 
public funds.

R E F E R E N C E S : 

1 Dublin— Harvey Lectures, 1922.



COMMUNITY PROBLEMS IN THE HOSPITAL
WORLD

B ERT W . C A LD W E LL, M.D.

Superintendent, Gordon Keller Memorial Hospital, Tampa, Florida

The antiquated conception of a hospital as solely a haven for the 
sick, “ a hotel for the ill or injured,” if you please, is still the concep
tion which the majority of our people, have of our institutions. The 
public seldom, if ever, give thought to that larger world of humane 
endeavor in which our hospitals live and work.

Our hospitals best justify their existence in the care they give 
the community’s sick. Not less important and of as great a value is 
the varied altruistic service which they constantly render the com
munity. The community’s problem in the prevention of disease as 
well as in the preservation of the health of its population has in a 
large measure been passed on to the hospitals for solution. The good 
hospital has for many years placed service above self interest, and 
has combined sanitation with hospitalization, prevention with protec
tion and scientific research with community education and health 
maintainance.

The hospitals afford an unusual service in providing for the public 
the advantages of consultation and care, advice and instruction before 
disease invades. They educate the community in communicable 
disease control. Teach the lessons of pre-natal care and instruct the 
mother in the safeguards for the physical welfare of her children. 
Where formerly the principle of the survival of the fittest obtained 
in infant life, and the infant mortality was appalling, the hospitals 
now ordain that the care of the child must begin months before its 
birth, with the result that our infants are born strong and healthy and 
better able to withstand the handicaps which heredity may have im
posed or the diseases which they may accidentally acquire. The 
mother is taught the principles of infant care and the community has 
been relieved of the expensive burdens of impaired motherhood and 
unhealthy children.

321
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The renaissance in our hospital service has been accompanied by 

a renaissance in our hospital purpose. Our hospital mission is not 
only to provide proper care for the sick, but to prevent the necessity 
for the hospitalization o f so large a number of our population. The 
hospital’s contribution to social economy is just as important as the 
professional achievement of its staff. The hospital no longer thinks 
in terms of care of the sick alone, but in a larger way of safeguarding 
the public health and of reconstructing to an earning function those 
of its patients who have been partially incapacitated by disease or 
deformity. Not alone to save the lives of its patients, but to re-endow 
them with the faculties that disease has impaired and return them to 
their homes possessed of the physical ability to support themselves, to 
assist those dependent upon them, and to relieve the community of 
the burden of their support.

It was in hospital wards and laboratories that the causes and effect 
of disease were discovered and the hospitals give the community its 
first warning that communicable disease is abroad and threatens to 
invade. They early diagnose and speedily isolate infectious disease, 
limit the foci of infection, circumscribe the area of invasion and 
break the vicious triangle of infected patient, incriminated carrier 
and non-immune host. The community danger from epidemic is 
avoided and community sanitation and disease prevention is accom
plished.

These large problems so important to the community welfare are 
now the problems of the hospitals and properly so. Gradually but 
surely these diseases are being placed under control and some of them 
have been eliminated. The economic value of this service to the 
community can not be estimated in money, and can be fully appre
ciated only when the number of lives that have been saved, and when 
the number of children who have been protected from communicable 
disease and the serious sequelae which attend are thought of.

Our hospitals have accomplished more for humanity’s welfare in 
the last two decades than in all of the centuries gone before. Where 
they were anathema to the public a generation ago, they are blessed 
today. Patients no longer abandon hope when they enter our hospitals 
but they come to our care confident that scientific medicine applied 
under optimum conditions will restore them to their homes improved 
in health and with many of life ’s golden opportunities awaiting them.

The lights and shadows that flit eternally through the hospital 
wards never reach the public. The poor are our best patients. They
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pay our largest fees, not in money, but in gratitude and in sincere 
appreciation of the blessing of health which a kind fortune has con
ferred upon them through the agency of the skilled surgeon and 
internist.

A  great eye specialist thus described what he considered the most 
valued fee ever paid him during a long experience. An old Irish 
woman who had supported herself for many years, was admitted to 
his wards, almost blind. For weeks it was very doubtful whether her 
sight would be restored to her. Fortunately the treatment was suc
cessful and she was finally discharged from the hospital. As he was 
leaving the hospital the old lady was awaiting him, and with an emo
tion she could not control, said, “ Doctor, I have nothing of this 
world’s goods with which to pay you for all your kindness and for 
your great service to me, but my daily prayer is, that as you leave 
this hospital, may the Master be always as kind to you and yours as 
you have been to me. God bless you.”

The human derelicts that the community contributes to the hospital 
wards, with all the deformities that disease has caused, broken and 
bent from accident and injury, with heart or lung or kidney or gastro
intestinal function impaired through heredity or the excesses of 
incorrect living, all formerly condemned to lives of chronic invalidism, 
are now returned to their homes in a large majority of instances, 
improved in health and able to support themselves. They have been 
reconstructed in body, and re-born mentally and are no longer a 
charge upon the community for their support. Their earning capacity 
has been but slightly if at all impaired, and the hospital has replaced 
an invalid with a useful citizen.

The community but little appreciates and soon forgets this great 
hospital service. It is not purchasable in money, not secured, just 
made possible by philanthropy. It is only obtained by earnest, patient, 
and unceasing coordination of hospital service. It brings to every 
home the possibility of health and to all our people a definite protection 
against the encroachment of preventable disease.

The hospitals are the advanced schools, the post graduate colleges 
in which public welfare workers receive their finished training. They 
provide the extension courses through which the public is taught the 
principles of health and sanitation. They develop and prepare the 
educators who leave the hospital wards to minister to the public and 
instruct our people in preventive medicine. The hospitals alone 
provide the opportunity for physician and nurse, welfare worker and
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dietitian, research worker and health director to secure the training 
and experience for the successful discharge of their professional 
responsibilities.

The hospitals now realize that their service is not complete with 
the discharge o f their patient improved in health. They are under
taking to educate and locate him in some useful vocation. They are 
helping him to reconstruct his life to changed conditions, and to find 
his happiness and promote his health in some useful occupation. They 
no longer forget him when he leaves the wards, but they follow him 
with a helping hand and an abiding interest in his welfare.

More and more the hospital service, formerly for the individual 
alone, has become a community service and has a community purpose. 
From infancy to old age the hospital serves the people, some of them 
directly in its wards, all of them indirectly through the altruism of 
its services. The hospital that can maintain itself from its income 
derived for the care of its patients, is very rare, and seldom performs 
its full purpose in community life. Hospitals depend so much upon 
community support and encouragement. This must not be in money 
alone. Quite as important, is the public confidence in its worth and 
in the excellence of its professional attainment. Your hospital needs 
friendly support and community good will, quite as much as it needs 
financial assistance, and both are welcome always. Your hospital is 
human, or should be. It becomes ill just as people become ill, and it 
needs encouragement, sympathy and cheer. The hospital thrives on 
commendation and droops and disintegrates when the community 
neglects it.

Hospitals have one large problem that they can not solve alone. 
It looms larger with each succeeding year, and its solution seems 
more remote. Only the best thought of Hospital Boards and their 
administrators, community leaders and practical philanthropists 
working in complete accord, can secure the desired results. This 
problem is the hospitalization of our great middle class, at rates and 
under conditions that will not impoverish them. As compared to the 
very poor who are under-privileged and the well-to-do, this large 
portion of our population is without privilege, except to pay the costs 
of their hospitalization in an inverse proportion to their financial 
resources.

The last Government income tax returns reveal that 35,000,000 of 
those making returns have incomes approximating $2,000.00 per 
year against 2,500,000 who have incomes in excess of that amount.
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Obviously not one o f this large middle class nor members o f their 
families, can have a hospital experience even of small duration, with
out financial distress. There is no doubt but that many of them deny 
themselves badly needed hospital care, for no better reason than that 
they can not finance their hospital bills, and will not pauperize them
selves by accepting charity.

This is no false pride. They know their financial responsibilities 
and realize their financial limitations. They want to pay what they 
can for their care, they want their sick to have reasonable hospital 
comforts, and not in the charity ward. In every way they have been 
good citizens, worked faithfully and well, met the advancing costs of 
living and keeping their families together and enjoyed the comforts 
of life so long as they could pay for them. When they are unfortu
nate and illness visits them or their families, they struggle along with
out hospital care, and feel that somewhere and in some manner that 
one of life’s necessities is beyond their resources. It is small wonder 
that in such adversities, they sometimes think

“ Right is on the scaffold, wrong upon the throne.”
The hospitals receive and care for the poor without remuneration. 

The well-to-do pay for the class of accommodations they select and 
pay abundantly. But any policy that would make the rich pay for 
the sick who can not pay would be wrong economically and unjust in 
principle. They should not be charged either directly or indirectly 
for the care the hospital gives its non-paying patients. Some better 
method must be devised.

The middle class should not be neglected by the hospitals and they 
must not be pauperized. It is of small avail to discharge a patient as 
physically cured, and have him leave the hospital financially harassed, 
mentally distressed and wholly discouraged after he has paid the costs 
o f hospitalization.

It would be just as unfair to pauperize the hospital as it would be 
to pauperize the patient. As the community has added increased re
sponsibilities to the hospital, as it has widened its sphere o f useful 
endeavor and added functions essential to an ideal hospital program, 
so it has shared in all of these benefits that have come as a result of a 
hospital purpose well performed. They should cooperate with the 
hospitals to the end that our middle class people can be cared for and 
at a cost commensurate with their finances and in a manner to which 
they are accustomed in their home life. The community with a 
fitting pride in its deserving institutions should neither expect nor
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permit hospitals to resort to mendicancy in order to serve its people. 
Private philanthropy should be interested to the extent of financing 
rooms for our middle class and at reasonable rates. Community 
interest must be directed to this large problem which concerns the 
community quite as much as it concerns the hospital. The hospitals 
can help if they will limit the creating of private pavilions at exorbi
tant cost o f construction and operation; if instead of erecting towering 
institutions for the care o f those who can afford to pay any charge, 
they will build more floors of private rooms a little closer to the 
earth where operation costs are lowered and the hospitals can provide 
hospital comforts at a reasonable rate.

W e should reduce hospital extravagance, eliminate hospital luxu
ries and invest in hospital conveniences and comforts at a cost that 
will enable us to give adequate service and pleasant surroundings at a 
charge to the patient that he will be able to pay and maintain his self 
respect, and when temporary reverses have overtaken him, let us ar
range for his hospitalization and let him pay for it when he will.

With the solution of this problem will come a greater security to 
both community and hospital. Then our hospitals can operate without 
embarrassment. They will serve their communities in a larger way 
and will continue to contribute to the increased span of human life, 
and the health o f our people will be better assured.
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THE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT AND ITS y 
RELATION TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION*

STE PH E N  A. D O U G LASS, M.D.

County Health Officer and Director, Cattaraugus County Health 
Demonstration, Olean, N. Y.

Public health practice has developed rapidly during the past 
decade, in scope, in volume, and in effectiveness. The phenomenal 
growth of cities during the past quarter century has more and more 
strengthened urban leadership and brought about concentration of 
attack on city health problems. The development of public health 
work has grown out of the efforts to deal with the problems of con
gested urban centers. The evils o f congestion have overshadowed 
those of isolation, and consequently rural health problems have been 
ignored or regarded as of secondary or minor importance. Rural 
public health remains today in the pioneer stage of development and 
by no means commands a wide measure of public interest or support.

Both surplus wealth and progressive ideas are, in a large measure, 
products of urban life, while the partially settled communities are 
retarded, not merely by insufficient economic resources, but also by an 
inevitable conservatism growing out o f the meager social contacts of 
the people. W e need only to call to mind the present deplorable 
status of our rural schools and country churches if we desire evidence 
of the belated growth of rural institutions as carried out under the 
traditional regime, a retardation that is shared by the rural health 
program wherever its administration depends solely upon local 
stimulus and local resources. Here and there, usually by reason of 
outside aid, rural areas may be found where public health work has 
been notably successful, but such developments are by no means 
typical of the general situation, and today 80 per cent, o f our rural 
population has relatively little local health service.

When we learn that there are 1,000,000 persons in our rural com-

*Read before the Annual Meeting of the Medical Society of the State of 
New York, Niagara Falls, N . Y ., May 11, 1927.
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munities constantly incapacitated by illness, much of which is pre
ventable, that 70 per cent, o f rural school children are handicapped 
by physical defects, most of which are preventable or remediable, 
that 30 per cent, of persons of military age are incapacitated for 
arduous productive labor, largely from preventable causes, and that 
over 60 per cent, o f the men and women between forty and sixty 
years of age are in serious need of physical reparation, largely as the 
result o f preventable causes, then we realize the seriousness of the 
situation.

In the development of practical machinery for the promotion of 
rural health, the county health unit has proved to be the logical organi
zation. This means that the county is designated as the administra
tive area. In counties where there are no large cities, the advisability 
of unified administration of public health work is a question that 
merits careful consideration. In spite of occasional local objections, 
which are usually political in character, the amalgamation of the small 
city and county into a single administrative unit is the logical and 
economical method of developing adequate programs for public health 
work, since provision for capable leadership and financial support 
depends upon the combined resources through the union of rural and 
urban districts.

The county health organization is a development of the last decade. 
In 1914, there were only three such organizations in the United 
States.* Each year, in response to popular demand, this type of 
organization has extended its field, until today there are more than 
300 county health units operating in 32 states and serving approxi
mately 20 per cent, of our rural population. With the exception of 
11, all o f these have been organized and developed since 1915.

This type of organization has proved to be the most economical 
and efficient method of administering rural health service, because it 
has been found that it coordinates all health activities in the county 
to the end that there is concerted action, thereby preventing wasted 
effort and overlapping of endeavor.

The county health unit assumes an important place in state health 
programs because the County Health Department, in addition to carry
ing out its local program, acts as the agent by and through which the 
activities of the State Health Department are conducted in the county. 
By this arrangement, proper sequence and proper relative values can

*The first county health department was established in Yakima County, 
Washington.
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be given in coordinating special phases of health work into a well- 
balanced program best suited to the needs of the particular county.

In conforming to the assigned topic, it is not my purpose to men
tion here more than incidentally the official relationship between 
practitioners of public health and private practitioners. I choose as 
my more useful subject those aspects of medical practice affecting 
both classes of practitioners in which active, continuous collaboration 
is needed to secure further advances in health service which are well 
within our reach.

The problem facing private and public medical forces is in the 
provision for early and adequate medical supervision and treatment 
for the public. This need is evident throughout the whole life span. 
Fortunately, the interests of the public and the medical profession 
are identical in this matter. The public suffers because o f lack of 
medical service, and the physician suffers because his services are not 
fully utilized. Only a comparatively small proportion of expectant 
mothers have adequate medical supervision throughout their preg
nancy, and the high maternal mortality reflects this condition. M or
tality in childbirth in this country is twice that o f Great Britain and 
three times that of Holland and Denmark. Comparatively few 
infants receive the hygienic medical supervision which is necessary. 
Our infant mortality rate may fairly be taken as an index. When 
of one thousand babies, more than 85 die before they are a year old, 
there is reason for inquiry and action. The proportion o f physical 
and dental defects among school children attests the lack o f medical 
care for this group. The same is true in adolescence and during 
middle age, and the increase in the death rate from the degenerative 
diseases and from cancer further emphasizes the situation. *

In an effort to meet certain aspects of the situation public health 
and medical organizations have attempted to promote periodic physical 
examinations. A  great deal has been said about this campaign, but 
relatively little has actually been accomplished. Our training as phy
sicians has been directed towards diagnosing and treating disease, 
and we are not much concerned with slight deviations from normal 
bodily functions. The health officer can do much to promote the in
terest of the public in periodic physical examinations, but little will 
be accomplished until the physicians themselves more consistently 
educate their patients to seek this type of medical service, and until 
physicians show the same interest in detecting early symptoms and



giving hygienic advice and supervision as they now manifest in their 
efforts to cure disease, public health will continue to suffer.

In medicine, as in every form of endeavor, evolution is taking 
place, and nothing can impede J:he progress of this evolution. W e 
have it, however, within our power to guide the progress (or evolu
tion) of medicine along the lines which are to the best interest o f the 
public and which, I might add, an increasingly enlightened and intelli
gent public is demanding. Private practitioners and public health 
practitioners have a mutual interest in this problem, and this interest 
demands the concerted effort of the two groups, because each group 
has a responsibility to the other and to the public.

As knowledge of preventive medicine has progressed and the 
public health program has broadened with the introduction of new 
lines of service and emphasis on education in the principles of hygienic 
living, certain lines of demarcation between the two forces have be
come somewhat indistinct. As a result, there is much discussion as to 
what logically should be included in the respective fields of the health 
officer and of the private physician.

While we are at this time undergoing a period of re-adjustment 
and re-alignment, and temporarily some endeavors might be inter
preted as overlapping, I firmly believe that these trends can not lead 
to any real or serious conflict, because the aims of both forces are 
identical. I know of no health officer who even believes he knows 
anything about the bogey of “ state medicine” or “ social medicine,” 
because if a health department develops its work, secures results, 
“ gets anywhere,” so to speak, it is absolutely dependent upon the 
cooperation, (and I mean real cooperation), of the medical profes
sion in its area, and when this is fully realized, fully understood and 
received, there is no line of demarcation; one force is the complement 
of the other. -

While details and extent of organization of a county health depart
ment may differ with local conditions and budgetary provisions, the 
modern program— and this should apply to rural areas as well as 
elsewhere— includes not only those measures necessary for the control 
of sanitary conditions, but it must include the application of the fol
lowing essential basic elements or activities which may be classified 
according to functional headings as follow s:

I. Administration
(a ) Public Health Education
(b ) Vital Statistics

330 County Health Department
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II. Communicable Disease

(a ) Control of Epidemic Diseases
(b ) Tuberculosis .
(c )  Venereal Diseases

III. Child Hygiene
(a) Maternity and Infant Hygiene
(b ) Pre-school Hygiene
(c )  School Hygiene

IV . Public Health Nursing
V . Inspection

(a ) Sanitation
(b ) Milk
(c )  Foods

VI. Laboratory Service
The schedule of organization as outlined embodies the funda

mental activities under six main functional divisions and is adequate 
in its scope from an organization standpoint. The principles ad
vanced therein have in general been found practical wherever applied 
when all essential health activities of a community are performed by 
the County Department of Health.

The whole endeavor of the health department, the activity of every 
bureau is first and primarily that of education, and second, the carry
ing out of such well established measures as are necessary to place 
the individual, when possible, under adequate private medical super
vision, be that individual a prospective mother, a mother, an infant, a 
pre-school child, a school child, a venereal case or a tuberculosis case. 
The same broad principles apply to the various phases of public health 
practice, no matter what the initial procedure may be or the methods 
employed.

Dr. Walter S. Leathers, Professor of Preventive Medicine, Van
derbilt University, in addressing the Council on Medical Education of 
the American Medical Association last year, sums up the situation and 
makes the following prophecy:

“ There has been remarkable improvement of the standards of 
medical education, in laboratory teaching, in the personnel of faculties, 
and in hospital facilities for clinical instruction during the past few 
years. Insufficient emphasis, however, has been placed upon control 
of disease.

“ Present-day tendencies indicate that the physician of the future 
will be faced with a new type of practice. He must become a family
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adviser in hygiene and preventive medicine. Also, he must participate 
in a more concrete way in community health service. Consequently, 
every medical school should have a department of preventive medicine 
and public health, with a full-time personnel, and maintain university 
standards in its scope and ideals.”

In the meantime, the health department must take the lead, must 
prepare the public mind, must prepare the soil for the seed. Save 
for special service for the indigent, the ultimate goal of every health 
officer should be the development in the community of sufficient 
enlightenment, which would demand adequate medical service, and a 
medical profession so well trained in preventive medicine that there 
would remain little for the health officer to do. While it is true 
that epidemic conditions and certain other problems beyond the control 
o f the individual necessarily require official public control measures, 
let us not forget that for the ultimate success o f a community health 
program every practitioner of medicine must become a health adviser, 
a health counsellor, a health officer.

411 Exchange National Bank Building,
Ole an, New York.
May 11, 1927.



THE INFANT*

E S T H E R  M. B E ITH , R. N.

Director, Child Welfare Association, Montreal, Canada.

Papers on “ The Infant”  written in the last ten to fifteen years by 
Health workers if gathered together would I think astound us all by 
their number and volume, and yet if abstracted and compared I think 
we should be likewise somewhat astonished at the similarity o f the 
methods employed and results obtained, even though in varying de
grees in almost every country in the world where Health work is 
carried on.

I understand the program this morning has particular reference 
to the Toronto plan. As I have no longer a part in this plan I cannot 
speak authoritatively o f its more recent developments, nevertheless 
experience elsewhere has impressed me that the peculiar strength of 
Toronto’s activities for infant work has been in the coordination of 
these activities and in the completeness of the program.

The health o f the Infant population always has been said to be the 
index o f the success of all Health and Social W elfare effort. It pro
vides the most spectacular results and responds to every phase o f the 
work. A  pure milk and water supply, improved sanitation, better 
housing and economic conditions, any type of Health education or 
Health activity for adults, parents, or school children, all have a very 
definite bearing, directly or indirectly on the infant.

Nevertheless there are certain Health activities which we do dis
tinctly class as Infant Hygiene, and in a large number of communities 
these have been the starting point of most positive health work. It 
has been said by many authorities that work for the mother and baby 
has the greatest sentimental appeal, and even yet, in spite o f all our 
education, I think we sometimes get a quicker response to sentiment 
than we do to reason.

* Read before the Annual Meeting of the American Child Health Association, 
Buffalo, N . Y ., October, 1926.
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The Department of Health in Toronto definitely organized a Di

vision of Infant and Child Hygiene in 1914. Previous to that, there 
had been instituted certain health measures which had a direct bearing 
on Infant Life, notable of course, compulsory pasteurization o f milk 
in 1911, and the provision of a safe water supply. Certain voluntary 
agencies had carried on Baby Milk Stations. These from 1911 were 
taken over and coordinated by the Department of Health. There 
was also a certain amount of hospital follow-up work for infants, 
from the Hospital for Sick Children. Dr. Hastings had already in
stituted a public health nursing program with generalization, apart 
from bedside nursing, as its ultimate objective. The family was the 
unit and all health activities branched out from that unit.

With the formation of a Division o f Child Hygiene, no attempt 
was made to depart from this ideal in the nursing or health pro
gram. The responsibility of this division was not to specialize 
but to develop all resources for the conservation of the infant and 
coordinate them into the program as a whole. This embraced a 
tying up o f the services o f the Department o f Health, the hospitals, 
the social organizations and institutions, the University and the pri
vate physician, for the promotion of Infant and Child Health.

The source or starting point of this work, is, first, the Division 
o f Vital Statistics. Every effort is made to obtain complete birth reg
istration. This has been practically accomplished. With few ex
ceptions the home of every baby registered, is visited by a Depart
ment of Health Nurse to see if the services of the Department are 
necessary, not for the infant alone but for the family as a whole. A  
book of simple and complete instructions, as to the care of the infant 
and young child, popularly known throughout the city and elsewhere, 
on account o f its cover as the Red Book, is mailed to the mother of 
every new baby together with an invitation to attend the Child Health 
Centres. This invitation contains a very definite instruction, “ con
sult your physician before attending.”

The data obtained from the registration of infant and maternal 
deaths has been made the subject of study, and comprehensive sur
veys, to see where the emphasis on the work o f prevention should be 
placed.

The Maternity wards o f all the hospitals refer their mothers and 
babies on discharge to the Health Department for education and home 
supervision. A  close cooperation is maintained with the Victorian
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Order of Nurses, who provide the maternity district nursing service, 
in their work for mother and child.

Child Health Centres have been developed in every section o f the 
city, where such a service is necessary. The peculiar feature of 
these Centres is that they have no financial standard for admission. 
They are a service provided from the taxes of the people. Their 
limitation is that they are for an educational Health Service only 
and the advice o f the Health Centre physician is not available to any 
infant who is under the Health supervision o f a private physician.

The number affected by this limitation has increased yearly, prov
ing I think the value of such a service as an educational factor. 
When people realize the value of Health Supervision, if able, they 
are willing to pay for it.

The physicians in charge of the Health Centres are chosen sub
ject to the approval of the Professor of Pediatrics of the University, 
who is Consultant to the Division of Child Hygiene. This makes for 
a uniformity of teaching and these Centres are used for the instruc
tion of the medical students of the University, in the Health o f the 
normal child.

The work of these Centres was at first, in Toronto as elsewhere, 
limited to the infant, but the program was soon extended to include 
the pre-school child. The ante-natal period was also taken into con
sideration.

Ante-natal clinics were established first by the hospitals in their 
maternity divisions, and then for the out-lying districts as an educa
tional factor, in the Child Health Centres, by the Department of 
Public Health. Their work is likewise coordinated under the direction 
of the Professor of Obstetrics of the University.

Health work in the schools has also added its quota to infant 
Health education, a course o f instruction on the care and management 
of babies is given in practically every school, to girls from the ages of 
eleven to fourteen under the name of Junior Health League Classes.

One very definite indication of the educational and psychological 
value o f such teaching, is illustrated by the following fact,— in a 
test given yearly, at the conclusion o f these classes, the answer given 
by thousands of the mothers of the future, to the question— “ What is 
the only natural food for babies?”— “ Mothers’ milk.”

The dental program of the schools has been extended to include 
the pre-school child. One afternoon each week, in each school dental 
clinic, being reserved for pre-school dental work.
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The physical examination of the pre-school child is likewise in

cluded in some instances in the school medical service.
The Hospital for Sick Children has a very important part in the 

Health program for the infant. This hospital provides the entire 
in-patient and out-patient service for every indigent infant or child 
in Toronto. The follow-up or Social Sendee work for the Hospital 
is done by the Department o f Public Health Nurses. Again the home 
and not the hospital is the unit. Information is supplied by the nurse, 
who has the Health responsibility, o f the home to the hospital, and the 
Social Service Workers in the Hospital who are members of the 
staff o f the Department of Public Health, obtain all the information 
and instructions from the Hospital for the nurse who goes into the 
home. There is a special link provided for the coordination of the 
adult and children’s clinic work for tuberculosis and the venereal 
diseases. Toronto provides sanitorium care for the infant and child 
with tuberculosis and preventorium care in predisposed cases.

Be the baby sick or well there is no break in the continuity of the 
service.

For the socially handicapped child, the child who is placed in the 
Creches or Day Nurseries, or the child who for various reasons must 
be placed in an institution or boarded home, the Department of Health 
still assumes the Health responsibility. All Creches and Day Nur
series are under its direct medical and nursing supervision. All insti
tutions caring for children are subject to its inspection.

The law of the Province of Ontario holds the Medical Officer of 
Health responsible for the licensing and supervision o f all homes in 
which children under three years of age are placed, if any remunera
tion is given. The children in such boarded homes are the Health 
responsibility of his Department and are supervised by the Public 
Health Nurse in whose district such homes are placed. All private 
maternity homes likewise come under this act and must be licensed 
and supervised in the same manner.

The closest cooperation is maintained between the nursing and 
medical division o f the Department of Health, and the agencies carry
ing the social responsibility for these children in need o f special care, 
also with the W elfare Division and the Family Case Working Agency. 
“ The Neighborhood Workers,” who deal with the social problems of 
the maladjusted family. The work of these organizations cannot be 
divorced from the health of the infants involved.

This is a rather inadequate effort to describe Toronto’s work for
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the infant under a generalized Health plan. N o effort has been 
made to stress any one phase of the work.

It has been a steady definitely increasing service for the health 
promotion of its infant population, the index of its success being, an 
infant mortality rate reduced more than one-half since this service 
was instituted and what is even more important an infant morbidity 
rate reduced in a corresponding proportion.

The results of the educational work, for parents in the home, in 
the Health Centres and in the schools cannot be fully estimated even 
by these results.

Notwithstanding such results I understand Health workers in 
Toronto as elsewhere, are not resting content.

The Health of the pre-school child has not altogether responded 
to our present methods. Here the mental health or behavior aspect, 
with its effect on the physical, is a problem as yet not entirely solved.

The question as to whether with the development of modern pre
ventive medicine, the logical function of a Child Health Centre is 
changing, is engaging the interest of every infant and child Health 
worker. More and more the emphasis is being placed on the teaching 
o f positive health.

The program as it is today is not applicable in its entirety to all 
communities. Rural sections bring changed conditions. This is 
especially true of Health Centre Work. Nevertheless in the main the 
principle is the same everywhere, the infant is not a unit of itself but 
merely a link in the chain of human life, bringing its special problems, 
but also reacting to all forces which affect the other links and make 
for the Health of the whole.
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THE DEMONSTRATION KNOWN AS “THE EAST 
HARLEM NURSING AND HEALTH 

DEMONSTRATION” *

J. H. C O LLIN S, M. D.

Four organizations in New York City decided to merge their 
activities in a given area o f the city for a period of a few years. 
These organizations were the American Red Cross, the Association 
for Improving the Condition of the Poor, the Henry Street Visiting 
Nurse Service and the Maternity Centre Association.

The calendar year 1924 was chosen as the basis of all computa
tions. The work of the Demonstration was carried on in two census 
tracts or sanitary areas, with an estimated combined population in 
1924 of 40,179. The two areas were o f equal size, each containing 
ten city blocks. The area in which the work was generalized had a 
population of 21,461 or 53.4 per cent, of the total; the population of 
the specialized area was 18,718 or 46.6 per cent, of the total. The 
problem of illiteracy, as well as that of foreign birth, was greater 
in the generalized area which had 72 per cent, o f all the illiterates in 
the district. The percentage of illiteracy in the generalized area was 
20, in the specialized it was 9 per cent., while for New York City it 
was 6.2 per cent, and 6 per cent, for the country as a whole.

The census figures indicate greater overcrowding in the general
ized area, with fewer dwellings for a larger number of families and 
individuals than in the specialized area. The City Record for 1924 
lists 417 dwellings in the generalized area and 498 in the specialized 
area. The buildings o f 4 to 6 stories number 347 and 338 respectively 
in the two areas, but the specialized area had 88 more 3 story build
ings than the generalized area. There is less land available for dwell
ings in the generalized area. In a group of 100 families, the average 
family in the generalized area occupied 3.5 rooms, while those in the 
specialized area occupied an average o f 4.2 rooms. The average

*Read before the State Medical Society Meeting held at Niagara Falls, N . Y ., 
May, 1927.
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rental paid by these families was $21.99 in the generalized area, 
$23.88 in the specialized area.

There is indicated a difference in the health work in favor of 
generalizing. It would seem:—

That the nurse who specializes tends to an over-elaboration 
of technique and is primarily interested in the individual rather 
than the family; whereas

The nurse whose work is generalized has a better conception 
of the essential unity of all health w ork ; and

That the generalization o f nursing activities, insuring as it 
does the continuous service of a single nurse in the family, makes 
possible a more comprehensive health program than can be 
formulated when a number of nurses, however efficient, divide 
the responsibility for the nursing activities.

That there is need o f a new yardstick of measurement o f the 
effectiveness of health work based upon the services rendered 
to the family as a whole rather than to an individual member of 
a family.

The 100 family records studied show that the nurses in the special
ized area had the advantage of working with families, the members 
of which had had more years of residence in the United States, with a 
correspondingly better adaption to American life than those in the 
generalized area. The generalized workers made a larger number of 
contacts per month and rendered a larger average number of services 
per family than did the workers in the specialized area.

The Demonstration reached over one-third of the population of 
the area which it served— 37.7 per cent, of that in the generalized 
and 32 per cent, in the specialized area. In the generalized area more 
families and more individuals were carried than in the specialized; 
hence, contacts were made with a greater percentage of the indi
viduals in the generalized than in the specialized area. During the 
year, 2445 families received service; 56 per cent, of these being in the 
generalized area, and 44 per cent, in the specialized. These families 
contained 14,089 individuals; 57.5 per cent, in the generalized and 
42.5 per cent, in the specialized area.

The worker in the generalized area spent 33.2 per cent, o f her time 
in the home, whereas in the specialized area 28.8 per cent, o f the 
worker’s time was spent in the home. In the specialized area the 
work relating to the home visit took up a greater proportion of the 
worker’s time, and she therefore had less time to spend in visiting.

■fi . ■ 1 . ."n-. y ».t
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The average length of a visit in the home was shorter in the general
ized area, being 15.0 minutes as against 17.6 minutes in the specialized. 
Some of this difference in time should be charged to the frequent 
service transfers in the specialized area, which meant new contacts 
with the mother. In this comparative study it was found that in the 
generalized area 26,704 visits were made at an average cost per visit 
of $.89, whereas in the specialized area, 19,052 visits were made at 
an average cost per visit of $1.23. Various factors entered into this 
difference. The worker spent on an average 2.6 minutes longer per 
visit in the hom e; but most of the difference was due to the greater 
amount of related work connected with a visit in the specialized area, 
as shown under “ Content of Visit.”  If the services were considered 
separately, the greatest difference in average cost per visit was in the 
maternity and infant services. The average length of a visit in these 
services was much greater in the specialized than in the generalized 
area.

There was no demonstrable difference in the quality of the 
separate nursing services rendered under the generalized and speci
alized types of administration. There was a marked difference in 
the volume of nursing services which were rendered in approximately 
the same amount of field tim e: In the generalized area the workers 
visited 27 per cent, more families, gave sickness care and health super
vision to 46 per cent, more individuals, and made 40 per cent, more 
home visits than did the workers of the specialized area. In addition 
to supervising a larger number of families and individuals, the gener
alized workers averaged approximately the same number of visits 
per case as did the specialized workers. The response to home visits, 
as indicated by the attendance at clinics, classes and clubs, was greater 
from the generalized area, notwithstanding the lower educational and 
social status of the people in this area.

W e began the work of Generalized Nursing April 1st, 1926. 
During March and for three weeks in April we had lectures on the 
different subjects. Very much time was spent in the Health Centre 
each morning talking over the different phases of the work. Then 
the vacation time began. This is just to point out the amount of 
work done even though it seemed that time was wasted. The same 
number of nurses were doing the work, but three were new in the 
work, owing to some leaving at this time, two to be married and one 
left the city.
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The calls in Communicable Diseases in 1926 included the calls 

made for T. A. T. Consents.

Calls 1925 1926
Communicable Diseases ...........................2,361 7,380
Child Hygiene ...........................................4,810 9,343
Tuberculosis .............................................2,263 1,069

9,434 17,792
Cases sent to G len ridge.......................... 13 8

Number of Hours, Clerical W ork ............... 1,694
Number of Hours in Field ............................3,396
Number of Hours in C lin ic ..............................1,151

Prenatal .................................................  12
Child Hygiene ....................................... 660
Tuberculosis............................................ 134
Eye, Ear, Nose & T h ro a t.................... 345
Special assignments..............................  26

Cost per call $.434



EDITORIAL

Styles in Vacations

Recently there appeared an advertisement in a well-known news
paper that showed a picture of a couple in the odd clothes of the 
1880’s. Beside the picture was the caption— “ Is this the style of your 
thinking ?” In other words, while most of us dress in the style of 
1927, some still think in the style of 1880. If the thinking has to do 
with social work, very old-fashioned are the styles of 1900, so rapidly 
have methods and standards of social work changed in the last twenty, 
even ten years.

Perhaps no better illustration of the rapidly changing attitude can 
be found than in the work of sending children away on summer vaca
tions. One may still see a style of 1900 in this work in New York, 
though many agencies have already changed their methods to the 1927 
mode and are trying to be entirely up-to-date for the summer of 1928.

It isn’t five years since an excellent social worker when asked 
about the camp to which she sent children under her care during the 
year, could tell nothing about it. It had never occurred to her that 
the camp should be selected with the individual needs of the children 
in mind, and that there were certain facts she should satisfy herself 
about. It was the style of not more than five years ago never to have 
inquired whether the water supply was safe, or whether they put four 
or five children in one bed. They didn’t seem to realize that the 
Department of Health might ask such questions. Nor did they 
wonder themselves, why children should be taken away from crowded 
tenements and dumped into crowded camps.

Now a social worker asks questions about a camp, before she takes 
the responsibility of sending a child away from its parents, to have all 
too short a vacation. She wants to know if the water has been tested; 
she wants to know the physical arrangements; whether the right kind 
of counsellors are employed and whether they are the type to be of 
good influence for the children who are entrusted to their care.

Also camp directors are beginning to make more inquiries about
342
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children that are sent to them and about the representatives of the 
agencies that are sending them. Miss Camp Director wants to say 
to Miss Social Worker, “ What can we do with Sammy this year so 
that he gets a real interest in something and won’t be a truant next 
year?” “ Has Susie had her teeth fixed so she won’t cry with tooth
ache and spoil all the benefits of her vacation ?” In other words, this 
is a fine opportunity to put all the forlorn and neglected Susies and 
Sammies on their feet for the year.

The community is responsible for these organized camps. They 
are paid for through the generosity of the citizens. Such generosity 
should not be abused by parents who could pay or pay part of the 
cost of their children’s vacation.

Last year a certain hospital social worker decided she would not 
turn the social service department of her hospital into bedlam for two 
months, and suspend all regular activities in order to get all children 
who might apply away on a summer vacation. She decided only to 
take responsibility for those children she knew about and whose 
family she knew could not afford to get away from the city for a 
vacation. It immediately roused the ire of several very well-to-do- 
parents who had found this an excellent way of getting rid of their 
children for two weeks. One woman even invaded the social service 
department and when she found she was making no headway, she 
straightened herself up and said, “ All right, I will take my children 
away on a vacation myself.”

If every social agency in the city would take the responsibility of 
securing vacations only for those children whom it thoroughly knows 
and send them only to camps they know, it would be safe to say that 
children would be getting vacations suitable for them and that the 
privileges generously offered in the 150 camps would not be abused. 
Many of these camps charge a small sum and many self-respecting 
persons prefer to pay what they are able. W e should have more of 
these part-pay camps. W e should have no more of this disgraceful 
scramble in which certain neighbors of run-down districts boast to 
each other of how many vacations they can get for nothing, just as 
they boast of how many Christmas baskets they can get for nothing. 
Wholesale methods in any form of social work are bad.

A  summer vacation should be one of a child’s biggest experiences. 
The counsellors in the camps and the social workers in the city have 
an opportunity here perhaps to change completely not only the 
child’s health, but his viewpoint, giving him a new idea of living.
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Therefore, vacations should be prepared for as carefully as any part 
of social work. Fortunate is the youngster who is preparing for or 
enjoying another year in the same camp, who has visioned it in the 
winter and longs for it with an idea of what life and fun can be. Per
haps, he has even earned something to help pay his way, so that some 
other kid can have a chance too.

While vacations are still vividly in mind, lets make our plans 
for next year.

E dith S hatto K ing.



NEWS NOTES

Under the chairmanship of Miss Harriet W . Mayer of Mount 
Vernon, the Health Section of the New York State Federation of 
Women’s Clubs is endeavoring to institute a health program in each 
of the clubs of the State. A  health syllabus has been compiled and 
is available to any club signifying its desire to enter a contest for the 
betterment of local health conditions. A  questionnaire designed to 
show the amount of activity and interest shown by each club has been 
instituted.— Health Neu>s.

Columbia University has announced an eight weeks’ course for 
graduate physicians in general medicine and dermatology, pediatrics, 
gynecology, neurology, ophthalmology, pathology, surgery, surgical 
pathology and bacteriology, to be given at the Mount Sinai Hospital, 
New York, from October 17 to December 10, 1927.

An informal meeting of several American social workers and their 
European colleagues was held in Geneva during August of this year as 
a preliminary to the very important international Congress of Social 
Workers which will be held in Paris in 1928.

Requests from 711 communities for 183,000 social hygiene pam
phlets were received by the New York State Department of Health 
during the past year. Health News also announces that 64,907 girls 
and boys attended social hygiene lectures in 1926.

It has been announced that Chicago, Illinois, won the National 
Tuberculosis Association’s prize for the largest Christmas seal sale 
report. The sales reported brought in $225,000.

Six totally blind young women have just completed a course in 
home nursing, given under the direction of the Red Cross at “ Clark- 
wood,”  residence of the blind, Toronto, and have demonstrated most 
convincingly their ability to absorb and put into practical use the
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knowledge which such a course imparts. Inf. Bui. League Red Cross 
Soc.

The following favorable opinion expressed by the Ohio Health 
Department in regard to whether or not the modern young woman 
makes a good mother will delight those who still have faith in Youth.

“ If one wants to examine closely the trend of infant morbidity 
and mortality, he will see these rates continue to decline in spite of 
flapper motherhood. And take a look at the flapper mother herself, 
in public or in private, and an even more favorable picture presents 
itself. At the annual Baby W elfare Conference, hundreds of babies 
were examined. In general appearance of make-up, dress, etc., many 
of the mothers could pass for the flapper type, but there is nothing in 
their care o f the child to suggest the least flippancy. These girl- 
mothers, for they do retain their girlhood appearance far beyond the 
years when their grandmothers lost it, are the best generation of 
mothers the world has ever known, viewed from the health stand
point.”— Nation's Health.

The Minister of Public Health of Czechoslovakia has decreed 
school authorities must appoint a full-time medical officer in districts 
where there are more than 1,000 school children.

The New York Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital has 
opened a physical therapy department which will be a centre for post
graduate teaching and clinical work.

The School of Applied Sciences of the Western Reserve Uni
versity, Cleveland, Ohio, is offering a course in social service in addi
tion to the four courses— family case-work, public health nursing, 
child welfare and group social service— already available to social 
workers desiring extension work. Miss Agnes Schroeder, case super
visor in the Lakeside Hospital, where there is a very efficient social 
service department under the able direction of Mrs. Charles W . Webb, 
has resigned and will direct the new course, which will run a full 
year. Training in family case-work will be made possible through 
affiliation with the Associated Charities, and the Jewish Social Service 
Bureau. The University Hospital, Lakeside, Maternity and Babies, 
and Children’s Hospital will take part in the medical-social service 
field. The degree of Master of Science in Social Administration will
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be the reward for completion of the requirements of the course. 
Students entering must be college graduates or have had equivalent 
advantage and experience. There are special requirements for a back
ground of Science. Applications for admission should be addressed 
to Mrs. Virginia Glessner, Registrar of the School of Applied Social 
Sciences of Western Reserve University.

The United States Civil Service Commission announces the fol
lowing open competitive examinations: Social Worker (Psychiatric) 
and Junior Social Worker. Applications for these positions will be 
received by the United States Civil Service Commission at Washing
ton, D. C. until December 30, 1927. Examinations are to fill va
cancies in hospitals of the Veterans’ Bureau throughout the United 
States. Full information may be obtained from the United States 
Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C., or the Secretary of the 
Board o f the United States civil service examiners at the post office or 
custom-house in any city.

Copenhagen has a psychotechnical department in its central em
ployment exchange which in the first two years of its activities gave 
vocational guidance to 1,575 apprentices seeking work. The recom
mendations were based on special tests and the coordination o f in
formation from the school, the home, and the physical examination of 
each boy. The degree of success is indicated by reports from em
ployers of 240 boys who had been apprenticed for six months to a 
year; 90 per cent, of the boys were considered “ average” or better, 8 
per cent, “ poor,” and only 2 per cent, “ very poor.”  Copenhagen has 
eight baby clinics supervising about 1,200 babies. An unusual fea
ture of these clinics is that only breast-fed infants are admitted. This 
is done to encourage the mothers to nurse their babies. Each mother 
is given a quart of milk a day for her own use if she attends the clinic 
regularly. Denmark has the distinction of having placed dependent 
children in foster homes as early as 1830, and this type of placement 
has become a characteristic feature of the Danish child-protection 
system.— World’s Children.

The Memorial Hospital, New York City, has received a gift o f 
$250,000 from Edward F. Harkness for the purchase of four grams 
of radium. The hospital, which specializes in treatment of cancer, 
already has four grams and with the addition of Mr. Harkness’ gift it
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will take the place as the largest owner of radium of any hospital or 
institution in the world.

The 200 delegates to the Conference o f Church W ork for De
pendent and Neglected Children, held in New York recently, passed a 
resolution urging increased effort to discover the resources and solve 
the problems of the families from which the children come, to the end 
that the family may be kept intact and its status as a unit improved 
whenever possible. The delegates came from 19 States and repre
sented 12 of the larger Protestant denominations.— World’s Children.

Italy’s National Bureau of Maternity and Child Welfare has es
tablished four traveling health centers, each in charge of a physician, 
has organized obstetrical and pediatric clinics in 54 communes, and 
has cooperated with the Italian Union for Child Welfare in starting 
its first child-health centre in Milan.

Thirty-two County Tuberculosis and Public Health Associations 
with a total of 260 delegates, were represented at the 20th Anniversary 
Tuberculosis Meeting of the State Charities Aid Association held 
recently in Syracuse, N. Y.

It has been announced that the Montefiore Hospital, New York 
City, will in the near future expend more than $2,000,000 in enlarging 
and expanding hospital facilities. More than half of this sum is to go 
towards the cost o f the construction of a new country sanatorium for 
tuberculous patients at Bedford Hills, N. Y.

The return of summer brought again the “ round-up” of children 
who are to enter school for the first time next fall, which has been 
carried on by the National Congress o f Parents and Teachers. Last 
year 50,000 children were examined, and nearly half the defects dis
covered were reported to have been corrected. In 1926 twice as 
many States participated in the round-up as in the previous year.

At Quebec, Halifax, and St. John the Canadian Red Cross is 
maintaining seaport nurseries for immigrant mothers and children. 
During the past six years these nurseries have given aid to 85,000 
women and children, and last year over 5,000 follow-up cards in 13
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different languages were sent to the Red Cross Chapters in the dis
tricts to which the families were going.— World’s Children.

The Metropolitan Hospital Dispensary and Out-Patient Depart
ment, which is under the direction of the New York City Department 
of Welfare, is now open to receive patients. The schedule of clinics 
is as follow s:

Clinic Days Hours
General Surgery. . D a ily ........................................................10-12 A. M.
General Medicine. .D a ily ........................................................  2- 4 P. M.
Pediatrics...............Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday . . .  2- 4 P. M.
Obstetrics.. ............Monday ...................................................  2- 4 P. M.
Neurology..............Tuesday ................................................... 2- 3 P. M.
Genito-Urinary.. .  .Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 2- 4 P. M.
Dermatology......... Thursday ................................................. 2- 4 P. M.
Eye and E ar..........W ednesday.........................................  2- 4 P. M.
Nose and T h roat.. Tuesday .................................................  2- 4 P. M.

At the State Charities Aid Association 20th Anniversary Meeting 
held recently in Syracuse, Homer Folks suggested eleven things which 
should be done in the public health movement in New York State and 
urged the first five listed below should be done as speedily as possible.

1. The promotion of district and county health units and of full
time municipal health officers.

2. Special effort in the field of diseases o f the heart.
3. A  well-planned, sustained and comprehensive effort to reduce 

the prevalence of syphilis and gonorrhea.
4. More intensive work everywhere for the protection o f ma

ternity and infancy and early childhood.
5. A  reasonably uniform and well-supervised medical examina

tion of school children, and the actual correction of the defects dis
covered.

6. The application throughout the State of a few of the estab
lished principles of mental hygiene.

7. A  really serious effort to see to it that the teeth of all the chil
dren in the State of New York are periodically cleaned, and that 
necessary fillings, extractions and repairs are made.

8. The application throughout the State of our present knowl
edge on the subject of nutrition.

9. Bringing before the entire adult population of the State at
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frequent intervals, in the simplest o f language, such information as 
would cause them to seek early medical advice for operable cancer.

10. Periodical medical examination by physicians and sufficient 
opportunities for such special experience and training as would insure 
the largest value o f such examinations.

11. Teaching the essentials of health, vigor and well-being by 
sound pedagogical methods to all the pupils and students in all schools 
and educational institutions.

A  small boy came home from school and told his parents that his 
teacher had advised her scholars to start a collection. One pupil had 
chosen stamps, another rare coins, but this little fellow was at a loss 
to know what to select. His father advised that he make a collection 
o f moths and suggested that at the public library he might be able to 
obtain a book or pamphlet on the subject. A fter looking over the 
library catalogue he applied for “ Advice to Expectant Mothers.” —  
N. Y. State Dep’t. o f Health News.

BOOK REVIEW

The Meaning o f Disease. By William A. White, M.D. The 
Williams and Wilkins Company, Baltimore, Md. pp. 220. Price 
$3.00.

Those who are in the habit of watching only single facts that 
come within the field of their vision, without considering any definite 
relationship to the complexities o f life, will be disappointed in Dr. 
White’s book for he offers no panaceas. H e deals with nothing con
crete or practical.

However, those who seek for relationships between facts o f life 
and all its totality will find this book stimulating and delightful read
ing.

Dr. White is keenly aware that “ tons of laboratory reports are 
accumulated each year and they are, for the most part, useless and 
there is a vain hope that laboratory men will be able to find something 
that can be labeled as belonging to a known category of disease.”

Dr. White spent many years in intimate contact with that variation 
o f human disease which brings one somewhat closer to the under-
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standing, or at least to a better realization of the fact, that a sick hu
man being is not merely a machine with this or that little screw occa
sionally out of order, but a complexity to be considered in its total
ity. Even a hangnail, such an insignificant organic, pathologic detail, 
when it causes pain, affects the whole human being, let alone the more 
important afflictions to which our race is subject.

The author sets himself a great task; he wonders: What is dis
ease? What does it do to a human being as a whole? How does 
illness creep in ? How is it met by the human organism in the broad
est sense of the term? He does not give any exhaustive answers to 
these questions and the value of this little book consists not in the 
answers it contains, but in the inquiries made, in the problems formu
lated, and in the sincerity and courage with which Dr. White states 
that medicine, just as well as any other branch of knowledge that 
deals with diseases, requires not only skill but also the formulation of 
a medical philosophy; we ought to develop the ability o f thinking 
o f ourselves in health as well as in disease, as merely particles in 
an infinite system of a multiplicity o f facts, or we are apt to lose our
selves amongst “ tons o f laboratory reports.”

As one peruses the little book one is frequently reminded of the 
saying of the old Greek poet that a physician is not one but many per
sons, and of the saying of a great, ancient physician that the really 
great physician is also a great philosopher.

T o be a philosopher does not mean to be a speculative dreamer in 
a world of abstraction, it means to be cognizant o f the fact that a 
manifestation of life cannot be singled out and viewed by itself, be
cause it is intimately related to the endless past and closely woven 
with everything surrounding it— everything from the United Cigar 
Store to the invisible paths which lead to the planet of Uranus; for 
“ simplicity rests in us rather than in the phenomena under scrutiny.”

The educator who will read the little book will ponder over our 
tendency to specialization, which is an artificial division o f life, a non
existing separate division of squares, like those of the chess board.

The practical clinician will ponder over his dogmatism and wonder.
The intelligent public worker will stop to think and try to realize 

that disease is not merely a set o f conditions usually eliminated by a 
set o f precautions, but that it has a deeper meaning and calls for 
broader concepts.

T o quote from the concisely written book would be an ungrateful
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task for it is impossible to reduce to a few formulae the many sug
gestive problems touched upon by the author.

One is impressed by his erudition and what is more, by the variety 
of the intellectual efforts which Dr. White put in, in order to find some 
path towards the synthesis of his medical experience.

One might regret, perhaps, the fact that the various philosophical 
sources of which Dr. White makes use are not quite well organized 
and this points to a certain scattering of the various fields of inquiry; 
for there are many gaps between the Chicago Biological School repre
sented by Child, the Neo-humanism of Schiller, and the Intuitivism 
of Bergson.

This does not make the book less valuable as a suggestive question 
raiser. As an attempt to formulate a few problems so as to make us 
a little less proud of ourselves and a little more inquisitive, the book is 
excellent.

G regory Z ilboorg, M.D., 
Bloomingdale Hospital, 

White Plains, N. Y.

The Human Body in Pictures. By Jacob Sarnoff, M.D., with 
foreword by John Osborn Polak, M.D. Physicans and Surgeons 
Book Company, Brooklyn, N. Y . : 1927, pp. 112, with index. In a 
preface the author states that the purpose of the manual is to illus
trate, describe and correlate the development, structure and functions 
of the human body. The purpose is admirably achieved. The text 
is profusely illustrated with 190 original illustrations, mostly from 
dissections and animated drawings by the author. Dr. Sarnoff, who 
has had a wide experience as instructor in anatomy and physiology, 
discusses his subject as a teacher in a singularly concise and under
standable manner. The use of illustrative scenes from films describ
ing the condition or position of the various organs of the body makes 
it possible for the reader to visualize and fix the text in his mind.

Throughout the book practical facts and hints are interposed along 
with the text, and hygienic measures, which aid materially in the 
proper functioning of the organs, are set down as part of the lesson. 
The author does not depreciate the value of lectures and text books—  
merely emphasizes the value of the motion picture as an adjunct.
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Demonstrating Child Health. Published by the Child Health 
Demonstration Committee of the Commonwealth Fund Child Health 
Program, Bulletin No. 4. This interesting pamphlet covers the work 
accomplished through the health program carried on by the Commit
tee which is composed of medical men, public health nursing authori
ties and lay health workers. The idea carried out was to develop a 
child health program in four typical American communities and 
through the cooperative effort of all agencies engaged in welfare or 
public health work to demonstrate to the community the need for and 
the results which might be expected from such a demonstration. The 
work has been successful not only in awakening public interest in 
positive health, but in the excellent results obtained. The report is 
illustrated by charts which give a graphic picture of the types of work 
undertaken and the progress of the experiment year by year.

The National Consumers League, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York 
City, has issued two very interesting and illuminating pamphlets by 
Florence Kelley and Dorothy W . Myers on the position of children 
who are the victims of industrial accidents. The first, Children’s 
Compensation for Industrial Injuries— “ How the States Love their 
Children,” and the second pamphlet of the same series, Children’s 
Compensation for Industrial Injuries— “ What Price Children ?” 
throw some very interesting light on the existing, or in many cases 
non-existing, laws governing compensation for children injured in 
industry.

The Annual Report of the Italian Welfare League of New York 
City gives a very interesting account of the international, national and 
city work of the League in behalf of the large Italian population in 
Greater New York. The work is founded on the sound principle 
that the emigrant must be helped to keep his independence and self
respect. By helping in time of need, whether it be to allay anxiety 
and render assistance in regard to citizenship of a man or other mem
bers of his family who wish to join their people in America, or giving 
timely assistance in case of illness, poverty, or the manifold problems 
confronting the emigrant, the results are the same. Advice, comfort 
and personal assistance are free for the asking, and from the report
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of the work the Italian people appreciate and use fully this splendid 
service.

A  Report on Social Service for Cancer, issued by the New York 
City Cancer Institute-Department o f Public Welfare, 124 East 59th 
Street, New York City. T o quote the purpose of the Institute as 
given in the report is the best possible comment on the work. (1 ) To 
reach every unfortunate suffering with cancer who cannot pay for 
treatment and care, and whose family need directing to economic in
dependence. (2 ) To foster cooperation among hospitals and social 
agencies dealing with cancer cases. (3 ) To supply free hospital care 
for all cancer cases who cannot afford to pay. (4 ) To furnish edu
cation to professional and lay groups. A  statistical report for the 
year 1925-1926 gives one an idea of the volume of medical and social 
work accomplished for thousands o f unfortunate people suffering 
from this disease.

Preventing Diphtheria. Published by the State Committee on 
Tuberculosis and Public Health of the State Charities Aid Associa
tion, 105 East 22nd Street, New York City. This interesting report 
is the result of a cooperative undertaking between official and volun
tary health agencies in the State of New York (outside of New York 
City) to eradicate diphtheria by the end of 1930. The report is based 
on the first year and a half of the campaign and describes typical ex
amples of a number of local campaigns to control the disease. Copies 
may be obtained at 10 cents the copy or $7.50 per hundred.

The Directory of Social Agencies, compiled by the Children’s W el
fare Federation and the Convalescent Service, Hospital Information 
and Service Bureau of the United Hospital Fund and published by 
the Charity Organization Society, 105 East 22nd Street, New York 
City, gives interesting data regarding convalescent homes in New 
York City and vicinity.

Some Thoughts About Hospital Food Service Equipment, pub
lished by the Albert Peck Company of 208-224 West Randolph Street, 
Chicago, outlines plans for hospital kitchens and gives valuable in
formation to hospital executives on the installation of equipments for 
food service according to building plans and size of hospital.
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A  Year in Review— The Twelfth Annual Report of the National 

Committee for the Prevention o f Blindness, gives an interesting ac
count o f the work o f the past year. The report is illustrated with 
photographs and charts. A  short chapter is devoted to the publication 
and lecture work of the Association. During the year there were 
966,367 publications sent out. Literature and charts can be procured 
from the Association for exhibit or demonstration work by applying 
to the Association, 370 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The One Hundred and Fourth Annual Report of the New York 
Nursery and Child’s Hospital is an interesting and illuminating ac
count o f the work accomplished during the past year for women and 
children. Apart from the medical and surgical service the hospital 
maintains a very efficient social service department and a foster-home 
service for children who for various reasons cannot be cared for in 
their own homes. Owing to the anticipated removal of Sloan Ma
ternity Hospital and Vanderbilt Clinic to the New Medical Centre, 
168th Street and Broadway in the near future, the capacity of the 
hospital will be taxed to the utmost by the patients who formerly were 
cared for in these two institutions. Funds are badly needed to carry 
on this additional work.

ABSTRACTS

"Congenital Syphilis Among School Children.”  Report, Medical 
Officer, Venereal Disease Treatment Centre, South Devon and East 
Cornwall Hospital. Plymouth, England. Health and Empire, 1927; 
II, 103. This interesting article on congenital syphilis also gives re
markable evidence of what can be done to control the disease through 
concentrated medical effort. In 1919 the Plymouth Venereal Disease 
Treatment Centre was opened and the active cases seen in one week 
of the first year closely corresponded to the number of active cases 
seen during the whole o f the year 1926. While the author does not 
claim that Plymouth is entirely free of syphilis, the disease in its ac
tive form has been practically stamped out. The fact remains how
ever, that the men and women who have been infected and treated, 
while not a menace to others are capable of handling down the dis
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ease to their children in the form of congenital or hereditary syphilis. 
It was recognized that there were many congenital cases in the town 
not under observation or treatment, and although many came to the 
Centre voluntarily or were referred by physicians, it was felt that the 
number represented only a small proportion o f the actual cases. In 
1925 an attempt was made to locate all children suffering from this 
form of the disease. A  cursory examination of children of school 
age showed that the number of children requiring treatment had been 
underestimated. In 1926 some 2,000 school children were examined. 
As a result many children obviously in need of treatment were 
“ gathered in.” O f the total number of congenital cases, 533, some 
313, or roughly speaking three-fifths were children of school age. 
Sixty-six were suffering from serious eye trouble, the largest number 
being due to ulceration with marked impairment of sight. Deafness, 
bone disease in various forms, skin conditions, offensive discharge 
from the nose, were some of the manifestations of the disease. Some 
seventy-one children were found to be mentally deficient. Fifty-one 
cases were listed under “ no signs.” It is not always possible to prove 
that a child has congenital syphilis, as many children with definite 
stigmata show a negative reaction to the blood test. Many of these 
children were given treatment because it was known that their parents 
or other members o f the family were suffering from the disease. 
These children, thirty-three in number, improved in general health and 
development. The author emphasizes the fact that the 2,0Q0 children 
examined and studied do not fairly represent all the school children, 
neither do the figures give an accurate picture of the children of the 
town as a whole. From observation however, there are still many 
cases o f congenital syphilis not being treated. A  moderate estimate is 
that 2 to 3 per cent (roughly 1,000) children are congenital syphi
litics. O f the 313 children o f school age discovered in the past 7 
years, there were 66 suffering from serious eye disease, 23 from bone 
disease, 10 were cripples, 15 had skin trouble, 71 were mentally defi
cient and 7 were deaf. These children are, as a result o f neglect, 
handicapped for life. The author advocates the examination o f all 
school children not only from the humanitarian point of view, but 
from an economic standpoint, as the great majority of these cases of 
neglected congenital syphilis will in the course o f time be dependent 
upon town funds. One very important fact brought out is that par
ents have responded splendidly, forgetting their dread of publicity in 
order to have their children treated. Many parents voluntarily
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brought their children for examination and medical care, and have 
themselves undergone treatment.

“ Entertaining the Convalescent Child,”  G. H . Marshall. Hygeia, 
1927; V , 381. This true and interesting account of how a busy 
mother cared for an active six-year-old girl through an acute illness 
and tedious convalescence should be read by all women in general and 
by nurses in particular. When Mrs. Marshall was told by her physi
cian that her daughter Elizabeth had to remain quietly in bed for 
three months because of a cardiac complication, visions of her other 
active three-year-old child and the housework to be done flashed 
across her mind and the task seemed an impossible one. Just how 
this mother planned her work and kept the child quiet, interested and 
entertained makes fascinating reading. The original games played 
and the many schemes worked out to keep the child happy and con
tented as well as amused will serve as a guide to mothers or nurses 
whose duty it is to care for the convalescent child.

“ Five-Year Program of Diphtheria Prevention,” W . W . Bauer. 
Nat. Health, 1927; IX , 48. An interesting account of the intensive 
campaign waged against diphtheria in Racine, Wisconsin, as part of 
the five-year program to eliminate diphtheria by 1930. Up to 1923 
apart from the few immunizations done by private practitioners the 
people of Racine had no opportunity to have their children protected 
against the disease. In 1923 the Health Department opened a bi
weekly clinic and during the year about 25 children were immunized 
at the clinic. At this time it was not deemed wise to undertake any 
aggressive movement but everything possible was done to slowly en
lighten the people as to the advantage of preventive measures. The 
following year 270 children were immunized and in 1925 the number 
had increased to 540. Besides the Health Department Clinics, toxin- 
antitoxin is now given in the schools, baby stations and day nurseries 
for children of kindergarten and first and second school grades. This 
work as carried on has been most successful, and parents demand im
munization for their older children. Very interesting facts are given 
in regard to personnel, methods and cost of maintaining clinics, also 
two statistical tables which analyze the work and cost of work accom
plished during 1926-1927.

“ Opportunity of the College in Health Education,”  L. G. Beebe.
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Nation's Health, 1927 ; IX , 31. The author through personal ob
servation has come to the conclusion that students in our colleges and 
universities are not receiving sufficient training in either personal or 
community health, and feels that our academic institutions are failing 
quite lamentably to utilize a golden opportunity to spread the gospel 
of health. The author, whose work in the last two years consisted 
largely of traveling over a large territory lecturing to groups and in
dividual parents on the care and development of their children, was 
impressed by the fact that even in remote settlements she found col
lege women who were the leaders in their communities. The influence 
o f teachers and community leaders is tremendous in any locality but 
this influence is magnified in rural or sparsely settled districts. In the 
country there are fewer distractions and diversions and the social ac
tivities of the adults outside the home are apt to be centred in the 
Parent-Teacher Association, the Womans’ Club, or the Home De
partment of the Farm Bureau. It is here that the men or women who 
have a college background find themselves placed in a position of 
leadership. If the college graduate is trained in health work she can 
be a powerful influence in directing the people’s thoughts towards 
disease prevention and positive health. The author herself a physi
cian engaged in infant and child welfare work, strongly advocates not 
only theoretical but practical health work as a part of the college 
curriculum. College men and women, particularly the women, should 
be trained for leadership in health education and in a knowledge of 
practical community health needs and the best ways o f meeting them.

“ The Prevention of Rickets,”  S. J. Crowell. The Crippled Child, 
1927; V , 31. The word rickets spells bone disease of children and 
resultant forms of deformity to most of us, but the author emphasizes 
the fact that besides the bone condition there is another important fact 
to bear in mind in regard to the disease and that is that apart from the 
softening of the boney structure with its crippling effect, there is a 
general disturbance of many of the normal processes within the body 
which undermines the health of the child. Through recent studies 
and discoveries the prevention of rickets is now theoretically a com
paratively simple problem. The results of some very interesting ex
perimental work in producing rickets in animals by eliminating or 
reducing the food values in their diet are given. The discovery that 
the ultra-violet lamp can be used to produce the anti-rachitic vitamine
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